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i e THE BEEKEEPER: 
AN INDEPENDENT MONTHLY JOURNAL OF PRACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC APICULTURE. 

TO OUR READERS. We take this opportunity of repeating that we are very 
— thankful to receive any suggestions for the conduct of the 

We have. to apologise to our readers for the delay in | Brnxeerer, for we are anxious to make ours a pattern 
bringing out the present number of the Berxesrnr. We | paper. 
hope, we may for this once ask for their indulgence} For want of space we are obliged to omit in the present 
especially as we can assure them that we shall take | number the continuation of the articles on “ The Bee,” and 
every precaution to avoid any such delay in future. “Instructions to Beginners.” 

Any subscriber who does not receive the BErEKmEPER ———EEEEEEE 
regularly will oblige us by writing to Mr. Ross, 1, Cathe- | i 
rine-street, Strand, W.0. There have been several com- ee 
plaints made, but our fresh arrangements will prevent STARTING BEEKERPING. 
= cause fora recurrence of them. sbochics i 

ntil further notice all letters for the Publishing Depart- 
ment should be sent to Grorce Ross, and all Post Office R 1 eee ch eo tad hi Hent 
Orders should be addressed to him and made payable at one the plan adopte a net es itt In hig Cate om 
Somerset House Post office. essay on “ Wintering Bees,’ I divide the subject into 

Copies of No. 1 are so scarce, being all but out of print, | different heads. Of these I propose to consider three :— 
that we can sell no more of the October number singly, but | Who should start 2? When to start? How to start ? 
must reserve them for regular subscribers. We will gladly | T.—Wnuo snounp Starr. 

exchange a current number for every copy of the October Wor the purposes of this essay I may safely take it that 
number returned to us. . all beekeepers belong to one of two classes—the profes- 

Tn our next number we intend to commence a reprint of | sional and the amateur. By the professional, I mean the 
the works of the Old Bee Masters. These will be arranged | man who looks to his apiary for either his sole or part of 
so that, although the different parts will be for the present | his means of subsistence. The amateur is he who con- 
stitched with the Berxenper, they can be bound either at iderg beekeeping a hobby which will afford him amuse- 

the end of each volume of our Journal, or as an entirely | ment and may gain him some profit. To put it in another 
separate work. ‘Hach book will be provided with a distinet | way, the professional can and will give all the time and 
title-page and have its own pagination, and we shall take | attention required by bees; the amateur either cannot or 
great pains to give an exhaustive index. At the end ofeach | will not do so. To the former class I think all farmers 

work we shall print copious notes, taken from the Philoso- | showld belong. To the latter any man in town or suburb 
phical Transactions, the Transactions of the Linnean | who has the necessary ground may belong. It is necessary 
and other Societies, and from the writings of other bee- | to make this distinction, for instructions suitable to the 
masters, together with extracts from co-temporary re-| amateur will not do for the professional, and vice versd. 
views; and in most cases we shall commence the work with | I need not enter into the question, ‘“ Who may become 

a brief biography of the writer. It is one of our aims tO an amateur” (in the meaning used by me for present 
promote a more scientific study of apiculture than bee- purposes), for such papers as the Braxnerur, “ Mr. Abbot’s 

keepers, for the most part, seem to think necessary, and we | Journal,” the “ Horticultural,” d&e., ought to, and I hope 
believe that this arrangement will meet the wishes of the | wij), find many recruits to the science. Suffice it to say 

greater number of our subscribers. We shall commence | that agricultural labourers, railway servants, country and 
with Frangois Huber’s celebrated work “ New Observa- | suburban gentlemen, gardeners, nurserymen, and many 
tions.” We begin with this not because it is the first im | others would find the pursuit an instructive and amusing, 
chronological order, but because we think it is, without | jf not a profitable one. 
exception, the most important work ever written on the TL.—Wuew to Srarr.- 

subject of the Bee. a | (a) When you have resolved to have patience and per- 
We have already given much space to “ Foreign Notes,” | goyerance. 

but in future numbers we shall have several more foreign | ( b.) When you have made up your mind to which class 
periodicals from which to gather information for the Hf | preciso professional—you will’belong. 
greater benefit and pleasure, we trust, of our readers. We | (c.) When you have acquired some knowledge of the 

also carefully watch the English papers, London and pro-| subject. This may be done by consulting some of the 
vincial, and hope no one will complain that we “ crib” | many manuals on beekeeping’ which haye been published. 
too much. Our desire-is to obtain information from every | Bee periodicals are recommended by many, but I cannot 

quarter and to spread it. We always give our au thority | conscientiousl ly recommend them for ‘a beginner. Too much 
and “humbly acknowledge where we got it from.” * | fime is lost and too much confusion acquired in reading mat- 
ee ey een ters intended only for the more advanced. Above all watch 

suggested that we, the Bawxeerrr, should print Mr. Cowan’s | carefully. sewheneyen yon. cee other a Ve ee 
paper on “ Wintering Bees,” and “ humbly acknowledge where we with a good beemaster is worth twenty hours’ chamber 
got it from.” Our conscience tells us that we always acknowledge study. 
authorities, and so we presume he meant the phrase for a gentle- (d.) When you have determined what object you will 

ae ia gems die (etiere te aeldrossed aandpan hen be bad iinet hold in view in your beekeeping—i e., whether your object 
charged wi Opting as own Ll meon . ‘* : “ 

We should have oHEtea this paper but that we had See two | Shall. be honey. in theséombi collecting; ruil “or kg i 
essays.on'the same subject. Mr. Cowan’s paper was worth read- honey collecting, swarm getting, or scientific stu ly 0 the 

ing.—Eprror. 1 natural history of bees and the mysteries of the hive. This
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is a most important point, for each of these pursuits re- of feeding for the winter. The argument cuts both 
quires a different modus operandi. ways, however, for colonies will be scarce in the spring, 

(e.) Make up your mind to what maximum of expense and more money may be had for them than is usually 
you intend to go, and do not be tempted to exceed it. required. There is some risk in purchasing at this 

(f.) At what season to start almost requires a separate time, for those who have so little care for their bees as 
heading. There are three seasons— Spring, Summer, to wish to get rid of them will most probably leave 
Autumn and Winter. Hach has its advantages and each them in a weak, unhealthy, and altogether unsatis- 
has its drawbacks. factory state. This can be ascertained by the weight 

1. Sprina.—There are more advocates for spring of the hive, which, with provision of honey or syrup 
than for other seasons. The first advantage is that for the bees’ food during winter, should not be less 
bees bought in spring, say in March and April, must, than 25 Ibs. : 
for the most part, have lived through the winter, and How to Starr. 
the cares and anxieties of winter will have been borne . i . 

To enter into every detail that should be mentioned 
ae ee. ies nart ee ee under this head would far exceed the limits of this essay. 

beginner must, therefore, be careful that as the old Taithe following remarks J amtoling forigranted thatiyou 
ise Meenenee sc iicis chare,awill kesnew sone to take have decided to purchasea stock of bees, with hive complete, 
their place. The bees must, therefore, be both " pe spring. There are certain precautions that must be 

i y axen. a r ; : 
ae ear cutee If possible persuade some friend who understands bees 

of the brood. It is better, therefore, to watch the bose p rene ny yon when you go to make yeu purchases. 
hive for a day or two before you purchase it, for you He will notice the bees as they enter the hive, and will be 
will (with the help of your manual) soon know whether on the look out for pollen gatherers. This will be a sign 
the bees are as they, onght to be. that there is some chance of an increase of numbers of bees 

‘Another advantage in apring purchasing is that for in the hive. He will examine the hive to see if the combs 
the first few months you can afford the tite to watch | 2°32 good condition, having plenty of sealed brood and 

and study your bees. The beekeeper’s labour for the eae woreer Ceues Ee will aleoibomnoabrcaretulthatitheue 
winter is over, and his work for the honey season will 2) EO aC gE TGOL peti) nentce an eend ens tbg beekeeper. 
not yet have commenced. This is a very great advan- Any offensive smell, any cells with collapsing or sinking 

tie Gere onlithe tinde thoamoatiof: lids, any sign of rotten larve will cause him to have nothing 
ah dvant aa tcinia Si ontitance on | do with that hive, or with any other in the same apiary. 

nee he moe Pests a é d he ra ~ | Careful enquiry must be made as to the age and condition 
ea, ee eas YOR Ons ©D | of the queen bee, and he will reject the colony if the queen 

Gil anothertadyaniaes ta \thint ‘by puying in early bee was not one of the previous year. So, also, will he 
2 SpE PRET Ch RaUn OTA ath Teag tron reject it if the bees are not numerous. I say he «will do all 

APHING YOR: pee woe tout ghee lee y hi "i this. I should rather say he ought to do it if he really looks 
ee er without their losing any chance of | |r... your interest. 

: on eee a that in spring people are less in- You must be careful only to purchase at some distance, 

clined to part with their bees than at other times, and | S8Y ® mile, from the place where you intend to keep your 
they also want more money for them—-for honey will es : 28) 
be coming in and no money will be going out. aving had your colony sent home, it is generally best 

As we are now in the winter, and are some three for a beginner to leave the bees in the hive in which you 

months from the spring, I cannot do better than re- | Tecerve them, ee no time may be lost by them in rear- 
commend everyone to start inspring. Three months | @S the brood. Wait until the hive has swarmed, and then 

is a nice time for reading and studying—it is too late | Put the swarm into any hive you think proper. You will 
to buy now—and it will bea pity to waste the spring thus haye two colonies instead of one, and the old one can 
and wait for the summer. If for no other reason, always be kept as a stock or rearing hive, of which there 

then, I think spring will be the best for those I am at should always be, at least, onein an apiary. 
present addressing. After your bees arrive you will have but little to do 

2, Summer.—By the summer I mean May and| until the swarming takes place. As you ought to have 
June. ‘This is the swarming season, and in many | learnt before you start beekeeping the signs which show 
country places swarms may be had very cheap. The that the bees are about to swarm and the treatment they 
advantages are that you can see what you are buying, will then require, I shall say nothing on that subject 

you have no fear of bad combs or foul brood, and you here. . a 
can, without loss of time, place your swarm in any Thave said that you must make up your mind about 
hive you like. The disadvantage is that you have | your object in keeping bees. Do you desire honey in the 
wasted much of the honey season. The beekeeper who | comb? Do you wish for run honey? Do you intend to 
starts with a view to scientific investigation may find | Increase the number of your colonies? Do you wish to 

an advantage in buying at this season, for he will be observe only ? 
able to see the bees begin at the beginning. Each of these pursuits requires separate study and 

3. Avrumn any Wintrr.—An advantage in buying | separate management. There are, however, a few maxims 
at this season is that many people—too many—will | that hold good for all, of which I mention but one. Above 
as soon give their bees away as keep them, and they | all things do not try for too much at once. You should be 
may be had cheap. The past season (1879) saw many | satisfied with doubling or, at the utmost, trebling your num- 
cases of this kind—beekeepers were disgusted with the | ber of colonies in the first season. If you try more you 
paucity of the honey gathered and dreaded the expense | will most likely find you have undertaken too much, and
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you will also soon learn that your hives are weak, and that| Thus, you must understand the difference between 
one strong colony is worth several poor ones. “natural swarming” and “ artificial swarming.” You must 

The style of hive you require depends entirely upon | also know how to prevent swarming. You should also 
what you want it to do for you. And you should re-| have some idea what to do when, joining two swarms or 
member that where a hive for some particular plan of | two colonies, you wish to save, and not destroy, one of the 
operation will do very well in one place, it may require modi- | queens. For this you must know what “ nucleus’ is. 
fications and alterations before it will suit another. You Later on, when your hive is full of honey or brood, and 
must, therefore, not only make up your mind what you are | you wish to obtain more honey, you must know the 
going to do, but must also consider the aspect and resources | mysteries of “‘doubling,” “storeyfying,” “supering,” dc. 
of the neighbourhood where you intend to set up your | So also should you become acquainted with the use of the 
apiary. The best plan is to visit those of your neighbours | “ extractor.” 
who already keep bees, see what hives they use, andinquire| ‘hen comes the business of “introducing a queen,” 
into the amount and mode of their successes, not forgetting destroying drones, dc. 
to ask also about their failures. By this means you ought Hardest work of all, perhaps, you must know from what 
to become quite decided upon the plan for your own opera- | enemies you have to guard your bees, how to keep these 
tions and be well prepared for it. enemies from the hive, how to get rid of them when they 

Your first thought will be, “‘ What bees shall I procure ?” | have outwitted you, and how to repair their ravages when 
This you should decide for yourself, consulting the books | you have got rid of them. 
which will teach you the advantages and disadvantages of | Running through all these subjects you will find that a 
the different species. If you decide upon Italians you must | knowledge of the nature and anatomy of the queen, worker, 
also consider cost. If you choose blacks to begin with, | and drone will be of great service to you. 
having an intention to Italianise them at some future day, It will be seen from the number of things I have men- 
you will then have another item of practise and science to | tioned that it would be impossible to give instructions 
study. about all in the limits of this paper. Any one subject alone 

Before getting your bees at all you must become | could easily occupy twice the space of this essay. 
acquainted with the arrangements, objects, and peculiari- What shall I deduce from what I have said? That 
ties of the hive you intend to use. One piece of advice only | starting beckeeping requires beginning at the beginning. 
is necessary here—do not use several hives made on different | Hnquire first what you will have todo. Next, find out how 
principles, or you will give yourself much unnecessary | to doit. Last, put your knowledge into practice. 
trouble. One style of hive alone should be seen in each| ‘To answer the enquiry what you will have to do, seek 
apiary, and one size alone of frames and supersections. some beekeeper and find outfrom him. If that is not to be 

One of the first things that will claim your attention done, imagine yourself having some bees and not knowing 
will be swarming. You will have tobe prepared for the where to put them. Read until you have mastered that 
swarm when it comes, and unless you know what to do you point. So also can you imagine the swarm emerging. 
willlose it. This shows that another branch of the sub- | ead! You have a hive (imaginary) full of honey—how 
ject should be well understood before you commence. With | C2 you get thehoney? ead! Read carefully, and when 
the help of bee manuals, and with the aid of advice from the time comes for practice you will be surprised at your 
beekeeping friends, you can soon learn quite enough to | OW? efficiency. Do not, however, imagine that you will 
make you ready for your swarm whenever it may appear. become expert all at once. When you break down, as 

Next, you will find that you must have some knowledge of break down you must, consider closely what led to the 
theway of putting your swarmintoa hive. This ispresuming failure, seb to work again, have patience, and you will 
you have so far left your bees in the hive in which they get on. F Z i 
were first brought you. If you wished to transfer them to Do not think that you will have to study as hard as if 
another hive you must naturally have learned how to doit. | YOU had two days to cram up for a Sandhurst examination. 

Suppose, then, that you have mastered your subject thus A little reading will tell you all that is absolutely necessary 

far—that you have managed your swarm and have safely for you to know, but more study will help you considerably. 
hived them—you must now know what you can best do to Should this essay be fortunate enough to appear ir 
help them, to save them time, and gain for yourself an print I hope it will lead many to determine on 
earlier supply of honey or swarms. You must know what “Srarting Brexeeprng.” 
“comb foundation” is, and how to use it. You must a 
understand how to detach or remove part of the comb from BRITISH BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION. 
one hive and how to place it securely in another—an| As mentioned in our last number (page 47), we wrote to 
operation that is often very advisable. You must also be | the Hon. Secretary of the British Beekeepers’ Association 
able to distinguish old comb from new, comb containing | offering the help of our pages to appeal for subscriptions. 
“worker cells” from that containing “drone cells,” | We have received the following answer. Weare delighted 
comb in which honey is sealed from that in which brood is | to find that the Association is in so flourishing a condition. 

sealed. We beg to offer it our heartiest congratulations :— 
Later on, when your original hive gives off another British Beekeepers’ Association, 

swarm, or your new one does its first work in that direc- Abbot’s Hill, Hemel Hempstead, Dec. 20, 1879. 
tion, you will find it well to know how to unite these two} Dear Sir,—On my return home from Heypt, after an 
swarms, or a swarm to a stock, a thing which must be| absence of some weeks, I have found your letter, dated 
done when your swarm or your colony is weak. November 11th. I am much obliged to you for the offer 

All these things you must know if you are going to let| which you make in it, but I do not think that at the 
your bees work in, I may perhaps call it, a natural way. | present time there is any necessity for an appeal to the 
But there are other subjects that you must be acquainted | public.—I remain, Sir, yours faithfully, 
with if you wish to make the most of your bees, Hersert R, Peer,
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CRITICISM. receive it in good part, but it should be evident the critic 
is a master of his subject or his criticism becomes imper- 

‘A perusan of the first two numbers of the Brxxurrer oa oo met in nine ee a 
K * : s . ne Knew you, nothin a een induces me to, trouble youn wath this short paper, @8 YO | shown that your opinion was of i value, indeed it was 
invite criticism when it is made in a good spirit, as, let me thought that anyone who would believe that a South of 
assure you, mine is. The American periodical, (rleanings | Wngland beekeeper could supply five tons of English honey, 
in Bee Culture, has a column headed “ The Growlery.” Had | or that, if he could, would refuse 10d a pound, had little 
the Burkaspur such a department my communication very | acquaintance with English beekeeping (d). You also 
likely would have been relegated to it, which position it any MERE ok ri that the Some a 

g js é iation have an organisation in han doubtless deserves, and I thinks the future will bring forth (or dueieollection and-saleiat sonets eG they have; but 
many communications forming fit company, for beekeepers, | T believe that theirs and yours will be failures (e). 
like farmers, are sadly given to grumble. Personally, Iam glad to see a new bee journal, and wish 

In thei first place I would speak of the “Personal” | it every success, towards which I will gladly give my help, 
observations of the Benkugrer on page 16. I in common| and I think I may say in this many of my friends will join. 
with many of my apiarian friends received the letter of | With regard to selling honey, the American importations 
inquiry, which we will term a feeler, and answered it, | haye fully proved what I have for years been asserting— 
giving my candid opinion of the desirability of the proposed | that it only wants the English honey to be sent for sale in an 
publication and the chances of its commercial success, | enticing form and the market will be found ata market 
which were unfavourable. I was one of the capital | price, but to put such a price as you quote was done at 
guarantors of the proposed bee journal of which you, Mr. | Hemel Hempstead, viz, 2s. to 2s. 5d. per lb., is prohibitive. 
Editor, speak, which fell through, not solely from want of | The same folly occurred notably at the Crystal Palace 
‘sufficient capital, which could have been met, but from want | shows, the consequence being that all so priced was returned 
of an efficient, qualified Editor, who was required to possess | to the owners. If there is one thing more than another 
50 many qualifications that the body of guarantors could | that has caused disappointment in beekeeping it is the 
not discover a gentleman able and willing to accept the post. | gross exaggerated estimates of the profits that may be 
Had such a paper been started there would have been no | expected that certain writers have issued where bees are 
doubt of its independence. The reason your promoter gives | kept in poor and unsuitable localities, but the minimum of 
for his opinion to the contrary evidently shows he is under | return must be expected. There are thousands of places in 

‘a wrong impression as to the constitution of the body of | England where stocks may be kept with good paying 
guarantors, not a single one of whom was a professional | profit, sich as should be a great help to men of small earn- 
bee-master, and, therefore, if jealousy existed, it could not | ings, such as agricultural iabourers, railway servants and 
be professional (a). In the course of my life I have dab- | others, and rich or poor may derive pleasure, instruction, and 
bled in many hobbies and sciences, and in nearly all I have | profit from the labours of the busy bee. Ihave before me 
found, as. soon as their votaries meddle with pen, ink, and | a note book of a working man, intelligent, industrious, and 
press, somebody’s jealousy is excited, and trouble begins. | a lover of the bees. He has developed into one of the most 
This‘ was the root and. branch of the feud which existed | successful beekeepers in the kingdom, and his experience 
among the beekeeping fraternity, but which has happily | is a good guide as to what may be expected under favour- 
now pretty well subsided, and I, at least, hope not to be the | able circumstances. At a future day I will give his results 
one to raise the storm again. to the readers of the Brrxngpsr. 

Bee-master is a quaint old term to which few. people} The wisdom of your rule that all letters you insert must 
object, and it is an error to imagine exception was taken to | bear name and address of the writer is open to doubt. That 
that designation, but it was rather to professional bee- | the Editor should know his correspondents is good, but my 
master used as above. I see nothing to be ashamed of in| experience is that the publication of name and address 
the profession of a bee-master; but a gentleman who occa- | draws down on the writer a multitude of postal inquiries 
sionally sells his bees or his honey is no more entitled to | which cannot remain unanswered without a breach of good 
that term than “my lord” who breeds and sells horses or | Manners, and yet entails on him an expenditure of time 
cows, to that of a cattle dealer. which can be ill afforded, and it is rare the inquirer (in all 

Before we dismiss the subject of jealousy—your address | probability a stranger) thinks of enclosing postage. Surely 
to subscribers managed to raise the yellow demon toa con- | the publication of name only would be sufficient ? 
siderable extent, which was a bad start. Now, I’ll be frank | One more growl and I have done, In No, 2 you imply 
and tell you plainly how. The Committee of the British | an act of discourtesy done by the Rev. H. R. Peel, Hon. 
Beekeepers’ Association is composed of the leading api-| Secretary of the British Beekeepers’ Association. I have 
arians of the day (only one of whom is a professional bee- | the honour to call Mr. Peel my friend, and, as such, defend 
master, by the way) who have for years spent endless time | him. He is ona tour in the Hast, and is now and has been 
and a lot of money, much out of their own pockets, for the | for some time past in Egypt. Mr. Peel never spares trouble 
sole purpose of promoting bee culture. They may be par- | or expense to help onr cause, and did he not think it advis- 
doned for thinking their time has not been spent in vain, | able to accept your offer he would at least have declined 
and their experience gained is valuable. Here they find | with courtesy had it been in his power. 
you, Mr, Editor, on evidently insufficient data, finding fanlt I congratulate the Brexsrper on receipt of communica- 
that there is.no system, no organisation, no co-operation | tions from Messrs. Rait and J. G. Wood. The former 
among beekeepers, while in a subsequent paragraph you writes in a pleasing manner, clearly and well; the latter 

admit to an immense amount of organisation, for the pro-| has much foreign experience, and is able to give us many 
vincial bee associations are now numbered by dozeus (2). | valuable wrinkles from our neighbours in the far North, 
Criticism is good, and the criticised, if he is wise, will Joun Hunver. 

|
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REMARKS ON THE PRECEDING. we ave inignorance of any such organisation by the Association ; 
i yet we should: be glad to hear more of it, and wish it every 

success. 
We are very pleased to receive this communication from Mr. (7). We cordially accept this suggestion. The trouble to our 
Hunter. It is evidently written in a spirit of fair criticism, | friends mentioned as likely to arise from publication of 
and we hope our remarks on it will be received by him and | addresses never struck us, and we at once alter our rule. We 
other readers: of the Burxrxrrr in as friendly a manner as we | think, to show that we maintain our boast of being indepen- 
have taken his. r ‘ , dent, that the publication of names should be imperative, but 

(a). In the paragraph (page 17) in which reference is made | in future we will leave it to those favouring us with correspon- 
to the proposal of the British Beekeepers’ Association to pub- | dence or articles to say whether they wish their addresses 
lish a periodical in the interests of their society the remark is | printed or missed ont. ¢ 

made :—“'This was an individual opinion, and we have had no | (g.) Our acquaintance with Mr. Peel is only that of sight and 
means of ascertaining whether it is confirmed by others.” | repute, The latter tells us what the former confirms, that he 
Our opinion, so expressed, was grounded upon the fact that | isa gentleman who never acted discourteously, and we are 
the circular in question was first shown to one of us (and.after- | extremely sorry that anyone should imagine that we meant to 
wards given us at our request) by a gentleman, a member of | imply that we considered him capable of such an act. We 
the Association, who is a professional beekeeper, and who told us | ought to have said that it was only a week before publication 
that in response to it—and, if we remember rightly, a letter | that we wrote him, thus giving him but very little time for 
which accompanied it—he sent a promise of £5 to the guarantee | consideration of, and answer to, onr offer. We knew there 

fund proposed. We thought, and still think, that if the pro- | must be some good reason for his silence, and were, therefore, 
posed journal were owned by professional beekeepers the | not surprised to learn, after publication, that he was away from 
impression of those who were not guarantors would be that it | home,—Eprvor. 
would be difficult to carry on the paper in an independent I rr aes 
or impartial manner. Since, however, the committee seem, x i 
from Mr. Hunter’s remarks, to have decided that only non-pro- SOME RECENTLY OBS*RVED FACTS 
fessional apiarians were to be allowed to conduct it, this danger REGARDING QUHENS. 
would have been removed. ——— : 

(b.) The address to subscribers said there was no organisa- By Mr. Rarrr. 
tion with apiculturists. The British Beekeepers’ Association | Somx four or five years ago my attention was first drawn to 
consisted, in July last, of 197 members, according to the list | the fact that queens frequently became useless from the loss 
published with the catalogue of the show at the Horticultural | of a leg or a part of one, or owing to the paralysis of an other- 
Gardens. We presume this Association is the largest of its | wise perfect limb. Since then my first impulse on inspecting 
kind, but what a small proportion does 197 bear to the vast | a hive is to observe whether her majesty has the regulation 
number of beekeepers in England! Moreover, when the Asso- | number of these locomotive appendages. The result is a posi- 
ciation was mentioned in the address to subscribers it was, | tive conviction that in almost every case of the failure or loss 
with the provincial societies, brought forward as an exception | of the queen there may be found this deformity. I cannot 
to the want of organisation. Again, no criticism was made on | account for it, but there is the fact, and I commend it to the 
the Association, but these words were used:— Should we | attention of every beekeeper as of great importance. By 
criticise any of its (the Association’s) proceedings, we trust our | keeping a sharp look-out the disabled queens may be dis- 
remarks will be taken in good spirit.” Hitherto no criticism | covered and superseded before the stock has seriously suf- 
on the Society’s proceedings has yet been made in the pages | fered. Occasionally the deformity is but slight, only the clawa 
of the BeexerPer, simply because no occasion has arisen for it. | of one foot being wanting, in which case the queen may be still 
‘The hint we mentioued was merely this—that if a little more | able to balance herself as if in the act of laying eggs; but more 

system were infused into the arrangements for the lectures | frequently so much of the limb is gone that she cannot do this, 
given in the bee-tent, repetition by succeeding lecturers might | though quite able to walk about, and in the worst cases she 
be avoided, and more instruction gained by the audiences. cannot even hold her place on the combs, but wanders about 

(c.) As mentioned under (0) the British Beekeepers’ Asso- | the floorboard, generally ending by crawling out as if resolved 
ciation numbered in July but 197 members. Is it possible, or | to rid the stock of her useless presence. The deformity is net 
eyen likely, that the Association should know every man who | confined to queens of any particular age, as 1 have in some 
takes an interest in the study and practice of apiculture ? We| cases had to destroy virgin queens for the same reason. 
quite agree that a critic should show himself master of his | Neither is is more common in bar-frame hives, as if it might 
subject, and it would have been presumption on our part to | have resulted from accidental pinching. It is common enough 
haye even thought of starting the Beexerrer had we not made | even among imported queens just arrived, In some cases the 
ourselyes thoroughly acquainted with the objects of the Asso- | portion of the leg left turns black and rigid, while in others it 
ciation and the idiosyncrasies of the prominent beekeepers, | moyes in a natural way. 
besides having ourselves devoted much study to the subject of T can easily fancy queens caged amongst hostile bees having 
apiculture. At the same time we greatly desire two things: | their legs or wings torn through the meshes of the cage, and, 
First, that the ranks of the Association may swell to such | indeed, have observed this more than once, but the most of the 
numbers that it will be impossible to run a “dark horse” | cases I have observed were entirely apart from such a cause. I 
again. Second, that apiarians will make such use of our pages | have also frequently discovered bees encasing their own queen 
that we ourselves shall have little or nothing to write. The | and hunting her in a hostile manner about the combs; but in 
Beekeeper is intended as a field for friendly controversy, so | such cases I generally discover her dead body thrown out 
that many subjects connected with bee culture, hitherto doubt~ | within a day or two, generally, however, maimed. Whether 
ful, may be made clear. This could never be done by ourselves | the result of hostility on the part of the bees or of a hitherto 
alone—we need co-operation. unknown disease, the facts are as I have indicated; and, as I 

(d) The firm to which the honey was offered by a beekeeper | have never observed any reference to them by any other. 
and, as we should have added before, honey collector; and which | writer, I would express a hope that beekeepers will give atten- 
made a bid of tenpence, with a promise that if the honey | tion to the matter and lay the result of their observations be- 
were found good a proposal for a contract for the whole of | fore us. 
next year’s supply and collection might be made, is Messrs. It has hitherto been. generally supposed that if, by stimula- 
Petty, Wood, and Co. Our informant, a Mr, Baker, was the | tive feeding or otherwise, we can coax a queen into laying eggs,, 
commission agent employed by the vendor, and he was to | we can depend on getting brood reared, Much to my chagrin 
receive 23 per co: t. on the transaction from the seller. this fallacy is now exploded. During the late autumn, as a 

(e.) The name of the beekeeper was also told us. Unless the | result of my experiments in pollen feeding, I came to the con- 

proposal to keep a stall at the Columbia Market is referred to, ' clusion that as both laryz and adult bees required nitrog:nous
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food, no brood could be reared without pollen, and I think my | now using quilts over the tops of the frames; but if instead of 
experiments have fully demonstrated that. But it rather took | the divided crown board, or even the now almost obsolete single 
me by surprise to discover that in some of my hives that | crown board be retained, the chaff cover will be found equally 
reared no brood for many weeks the queens were steadily | valuable. It consists simply of a frame of thin wood nailed 
laying all the time. I had been feeding some stocks on flour, | together like four sides of a shallow box, about three inches 
candy, and syrup, and others on syrup alone. ‘The former | deep and of the length and breadth of a hive or portion of the 
had several cards of brood even into November, while the | hive containing the bees. To the edges of this wood, so as to 
latter, though plenty of eggs were always found in the | form the bottom of the box, is fixed with tacks a piece of 
combs, never reared any. Day after day for weeks the | cheese cloth sacking or felt (I usually use the scrum which 
eggs were seen, frequently two or three in one cell, but | has through service become untrustworthy for confiuing 
never a grub. ‘he stocks were fairly good and quite able | swarms), and then the cover is placed over the quilt or crown 
to maintain a hatching temperature. I came to the con- | boardas the case may be. It is now filled up with chaff, when, 
clusion that as the eggs hatched out and the larve died from | without impeding ventilation, it protects in a most effective 
want of pollen food, fresh eggs were laid in the same cells,and | manner from cold. The quilt in such weather as we are now 
thus my poor queens had been kept laying every three days as | experiencing will always feel very chilly to the hand; but if a 
many eggs as others were doing with so much better results in | chaff cover be used and it be lifted the quilt beneath will 
three weeks. Regarding it as certain that such treatment | appear warm to the touch, a proof at once of the conserving 
would inevitably “play out” the best queen long before her | power of the chaff. We shall appreciate the value of the chaff 
natural term, I secretly resolved to abandon mere syrup feed- | cover if we remember that it is above and at the upper part of 
ing for the future, unless at a time when natural pollen is being | the hive that protection is of most service—a fact forgotten 
gathered. But here some will object that there might be plenty | apparently by some, since prize-winning hives in a few cases 
of stored pollen in the hive, in which case the syrup would be | have here been the thinnest. Where it is adopted the bees 
sufficient. It might fora very short time—-that is, so long as | will be found less impoverished in stores, stronger in num- 
the syrup came in very slowly indeed ; but as soon as syrup or | bers, and individually more vigorous in the sping than where 
honey is stored in any quantity, the stored pollen is entirely | excessive leaking away of temperature has been allowed.— 
covered up, the bees themselves not knowing in which cells to | Journal of Horticulture. 
seek it. This is even more likely to be the cen euaD than —————————— 
at any other season, owing to the instinct of the bee leading it 

to ate its supplies right in the brood nest, where the pollen ON THE eee eat ee OF THEIR 
is generally found. In such a case I have no hesitation in Y. 
saying that no amount of mere sugar feeding will cause brood | , 2 SE 
to be reared unless natural pollen is being gathered at the | TH Hon. Justice Fry has contributed a paper on the above 
time, Thus in fact are our valuable queens being over taxed | Subject to the Contemporary Review for December, which 
for nought. Yet how naturally the bees will, without any such | Should be vead by all lovers of nature, and is of great interest 
stimulant, start brood-rearing even in midwinter! Why ? to the beekeeper. x. 
Because by that time they have consumed so much of their| The writer commences by asking the questions, “ Is the honey that the buried pollen is once more discovered, to be | System of the universe intellectual, or is it purely materialistic ? 
applied in the most natural way to the rearing of their young. | !8 there an peo mind, or is there merely blind and 

As the result, then, of the past season’s experience I would | Struggling matter? Are there final causes as well as material 
propose the following rule as to feeding—viz., when brood- | C@¥Ses, or are there material causes only? e His own answer 
rearing is no object feed as rapidly as possible, otherwise feed | May be found in the following words:—“The existence of 
very slowly, and make sure either that there is considerable | beauty in the wor'd is a very remarkable fact. On the theory stored pollen in an unsealed state, or that it is being gathered | 0f @ divine and beneficent Creator, this fact has seemed no 
at the time, or supplied in an artificial form.—Jowrnal of | difficulty; but the theory of a mere blind fermentation of 

Horticulture. matter gives no account of it, except as a mere accident, which, 
a ne en nnn on the ree of chances, should be perhaps a very rare and 

7 - unusual accident. Hence the existence of beauty has from of 
MR. CHESHIRE ON CHAFF COVERS. old been a favourite theme of the theistic Believers? Let 

cess them know how much better the Lord of them is,” says the 
Frost has now given us a decided grip, and but little supple- | author of “ The Wisdom of Solomon,” speaking of the works 
mentary work can be done in the way of defending bees from | of Nature, “for the first author of beauty hath created them 
its rigour. If winter passages have not been made our stocks}. . . . for by the greatness and beauty of the creatures 
must take their chance without them. If our hives have not | proportionably the Maker of them is seen.” 
been contracted the poor bees must fight as best they can Speaking of the existence in the world of ugliness as well 
against the excessively chilling effect of an unnecessarily large | as of beauty, and deducing from this very fact that the per- 
number of combs and extent of hive wall, until some consider- | ception of beauty is not mere habit, but that we have an 
able rise in temperature makes it possible to remove the excess, | inward and independent judgment on the matter, and can 
putting ina dummy or false hive side and filling-in the spaces | approve the one thing on the score of beauty, and reject the 
made with chaff, hay, fine shavings, sawdust, rags from the | other as ugly, he remarks :— 
ragbag, cotton waste, cork dust, or some such non-conductor| “Even allowing for the existence of ugliness it must be con. 
of heat. Of all these I prefer the first as most handy and | ceded that the world around us presents a vast mass of beauty— 
economical, while for wintering even strong stocks would | complex, diverse, commingled, and not easily admitting of analysis. 
recommend not more than seven Woodbury frames or their | It is common alike to organic and inorganic realms of Nature. The 
equivalent. Ihave several lots far from weak to which only | Pageantsof theskyat morning, noon, and night, the forms of thetrees, 
five frames are given. These, of course, need to be well the beauty of the flowers, the glory of the hills, the awful sublimity 

. ‘ ely * of the stars—these, and a thousand things in Nature, fill the soul stored with honey while the bees—filling fairly the whole era: ¢ . . sense of beauty, which the art neither of the poet, nor of the 
space allowed them, and clustering safely seven against the philosopher, nor of the painter, can come near to depict. We are 
well-defended hive side—are snug and dry in every part. No | vo oved and overcome, sometimes by this object of beauty, some- 
combs are mildewed, and when spring with its strengthening | tinos by that, but yet more by the complex mass of glory of the 
sun again smiles upon us the removed combs can by degrees universe. 
be added, to the immense advantage of the then strengthening “For Nature beats in perfect tune, 
colony. : 3 And rounds with rhyme her every rune ; 

But one method of increasing the protection of our stocks in Whether she work on land or sea, 
frame hives the present cold will not prevent us from adopting. Or hide underground her alchemy. 
T allude to chaff covers. The greater number of beekeepers are Thou canst not wave thy staff in air,
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Or dip thy paddle in the lake, the subject is considered the more complex will the arrange- 
But it carves the bow of beauty there, ments for fertilisation be found to be.” 

And ripples in rhyme the oar forsake.” Returning to the question whether insect fertilisation is 
Besides that utility of beauty which appeals to the notice and | more beneficial to the plant than fertilisation by the wind or 

appreciation of makind there is a further utility—the beauty | any other agency, the violet is brought forward, iter alia, as 
of flowers attracts insects. an answer. The violet is one of a numerous class of plants, 

“Flowers,” says Mr. Darwin, in his “ Origin of Species,” | bringing forth two kinds of blossoms, the one conspicuous, 
“yank amongst the most beautiful productions of Nature, and | the other inconspicuous; the one visited by insects, the other 
they have become, through natural selection, beautiful, or, | 8¢lf-fertilising. ‘The latter, or cleistogamous flowers as they 
rather, conspicuous in contrast with the greenness of the leaves, Bre called, are seen in the violet in summer and autumn, 
that they might be easily observed and visited by insects, so when all the more brilliant flowers have gone. The one 
that their feriilisation might be favoured. Ihave come to this | flower has everything in its favour—honey and a beauty of 
conclusion, from finding it an invariable rule that when a| Colour and of smell that has passed into a proverb—and it 
flower is fertilised by the wind it never has a gaily-coloured | opens its blue wings to the visits of the insect tribe in the 
corolla. Again, several plants habitually produce two kinds of | Season of their utmost jollity and life. The other has every- 
flowers; one kind open and coloured, so as to attract insects; | thing against it; it is inconspicuous, scentless, ugly, and 
the other closed and not coloured, destitute of nectar, and | Closed. And yet, which succeeds the better? Which pro- 
never visited by insects. We may safely conclude that, if duces the more seed? The cleistogamous, and not the brilliant 
insects had never existed on the face of the earth, the vegeta- | flowers. The victory is with ugliness, and not with beauty.” 
tion would not have been decked with beautiful flowers, but | _. After considering at some length the question—* The flora, 
would have produced only such poor flowers as are now borne | like the fauna, of the world has changed, how has it changed 
by our firs, oaks, nut, andash trees, by the grasses, by spinach, | #8 regards the beauty?” the article is finished with the 
docks, and nettles.” following words :— si 

Referring to the same thing, Mr. Fry observes, “No one I see in Nature both utility and beauty; but I am not 
can doubt who watches a meadow on a summer's day that convinced that the one is solely dependent upon the other, I 

insects are attracted by the scent and colour of the flowers. find a grace and a glory (even in the flowers of plants) which, 
The whole field is busy with their jubilant hum. These little | 0 the utilitarian theory, is not accounted for, isa residual 
creatures have the same sense of beauty that we have. . . . phenomenon, and that in such enormous proportions that the 
What a deadly blow to that egotism of man which thinks of | Phenomenon explained bears no perceptible proportion to the 
all beauty as made for him alone !” phenomenon i pnoxplained. aeeeney oe be so oe nee ib 

There are thus three kinds of attraction which operate on | 2PP®4rs to me, tor the reasons I have already given, that we 
insects—the conspicuousness of the colour and saena the | May still entertain the same notions about the beauty of the 
beauty of smell, and the pleasant taste of honey, and this world as before. sue soils may still rejoice in beauty as of old. 

threefold beauty is clearly of direct use to the flower which To Rene of we e sonens one has not appeared a ee 
exhibits it. There are many flowers, however, of great beanty | MCCpanic mass, dub a living whole, instinct with spiritua ie ; 
which do not owe their fertilisation to insect agency. “But and in the beauty which we see around us in Nature’s face, 
is ib better,” asks Mr. Fry, ‘for a flower to be fertilised by we have felt the smile of a Spiritual Being, as we feel the 
insects than by the wind, or by some other agency, if such smile of our friend adding light and lustre to his countenance. 
xing» Y 3 a I still indulge this fancy, or, if you will, this superstition. 

Before answering this question the writer says that the oa 2 co ous H feel (to use the familiar language of our 
conclusion that beauty is useful for the fertilisation of the | 8" oe ore Natire le anh ith the j 
flower does not rest merely on the phenomena of a summer Of lel Tose ae ee Joy : . hts ; ime 
meadow, but is confirmed by other observations. The beauty Of comethine! tan nacho desple terraced « « . ig ply interfused, of many Sowers is enhanced by their grouping, or by the Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns, 
“massing of small flowers into dense cushions of bright And the round ocean, and the living air, 
colour.” Alpine flowers are instanced The great size of And the blue sky, and in the mind of man: 
Alpine flowers as compared with that of the whole plant, and A motion and a spirit that impels 
the great brilliance of Alpine plants as compared with their All thinking things, all objects of all thought, 
congeners of the lowlands, as well as the brilliant colours of And rolls through all things. Therefore am I still 
Arctic flowers, have all been explained by reference to the A lover of the meadows, and the woods, 
comparative rarity of insects in the Alpine heights and Arctic And mountains; and of all that we behold 
regions, and the consequent necessity, if the plants are to From this green earth : of all the mighty world, 
survive, that they should offer strong attractions to their Of eye, and car: 
needful friends. = — 

Besides instancing other plants which show by their struc- THe SCARCITY OF INSEOTS. 
{ure that they cannot be fertilised but by some foreign Anruover during the spring of the past year large numbers of 

agency, generally that of insects, Mr. Fry mentions others, as weees aud nes Shere # cet on one wang, tuey led! becu 
including a great proportion of those with unsymmetrical | (17 Piet aide ie Boe reyes eu the covering of snow 
blossoms, of which the flowers have been shown to be| ‘72! lay s0 long, but the great amount of wet during the spring : a . haaical Geivadi fo and summer caused many to perish. Scarcely a specimen of either 
specially adapted by various mechanical contrivances for | i, now to be found. « Bykes” that were commenced were soon 
insect agency. Thus their beauty, or rather conspicuousness, | found tenantless. Nota grasshopper has been heard chirping in 
is in many cases useful to the plant. But beauty is by no| our meadows. The gooseberry catterpillar made its appearance 
means the only agent necessary in this process ; the agencies | early, but soon vanished, doing almost no injury to leaf or fruit. 
actually in operation are very numerous, Butterflies have been few; the honey-bee has suffered under the 

Many plants are fertilised by the wind, others by the | chilling summer, and no honey harvest is recorded. Notwith- 
withering of the corolla; some by the closing of the corolla | standing this, several fine specimens of the dragon fly (Jibellula) 
over the anthers and stigma in the sleep of the flower, while | have lately been seen on the wing in mosses and marshes.—EN70 

Bey eral Have to08e Cob Se sue ene Con ae Tiugland the gooseberry catterpillar has 
After describing the mode of self-fertilisation of several | jen hard at anaes aa nae acres ae ve ie See 

flowers, Mr. Fry draws this conclusion :— These instances | of trees perfectly denuded of leaves. The late damp weather 
are sufficient to make us pause before we conclude that all | would be just the thing for the dragon fly. <A friend of ours has 
conspicuous flowers are fertilised by insect agency; that it | twonests of the bombusor humble bee in his garden, and he has the 
would be a great error to suppose that all flowers are fertilised | intention of sending the queens out to New Zealand for the sake 
by insects or by the wind; and that it is probable the more ' of the fertilisation there of the red clover—Eprror. ]
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A NEW WORK. ferred to Irish a of high quality. The analysis shows 
far ne it to be a most wholesome spirit. This spirit i - 

M. Le Ricue, Editorial Secretary of the Apicultural | tured to a very great ee rie BSPUy ae mena 
Soca & ie Pensa a Sener, a a pend ang ihe tees an oil is extracted by the natives; it is 
informs u , used for lighting pur ing 
of the same Society, a work called ‘‘ Studies and Notes on 8 1g Purposes Bnd somp makine. 
the Apiculture Exhibited at the Paris Exposition of 1878” aire 
Gi Dee Etudes et des Notes sur l’Apiculture 4 1’ Hxposition AE MGS 
Universelle Internationale de Paris en 1878”). There will | Tue prognostications of weather mentioned in our October 
be 150 engravings interspersed with the text. The work | number have so far proved incorrect, and instead of a mild 
will be in two parts, at the very low price of 1 fr. 25. | winter we have experienced exceptionally severe cold. It 
each. Our readers desiring to purchase the book should | has already been a trying time for the bees as well as for 
address P.O. order to M. Le Riche, Thézy-Glimont, par | their owners. The Hecho of the 12th instant, however, gives 
Moreuil (Somme), France. us hope for alittle improvement, and we trust the hope may 

ae ee eee not prove fallacious :— 
THE MAHWAH TREE. «There is some reason to think that the present abnormally cold 

weather sore multe fn ee give ples we eae 
season in January, if not before. is certain that the Arcti 

A Provosep New Foo ror Burs. winds must be fee up immense masses of water in tepioal 
Mr. Tomas Curisty, F.L.S., has sent us a sample of the | regions, and when the reaction comes we shall probably have a 
dried flower of this tree. He thinks it might be made uso | steady flow of the warm waters of the Gulf Stream in what would , 
of as an artificial food for bees. Unfortunately we did eenerse Me se rinienand ahs eet sensi rhe we may 

. : : . . * . rt i DUG In us case, gi we k 

not receive it in time to make any experiments with it, or little, scientifically speaking, of the nee of The Be eee nies 
atleast to give the results of any experiments; but we | is very good ground for believing that a comparatively mild season 
should be glad if any of our readers will try what they | will follow the present inclement period.” 
can do with it and let us know, for publication, what they| There is very little work to be done now among the 
think of it. hives, merely an occasional walk round to see that all is 

The Mahwah tree is a native of Bengal, but is abundant | snug and comfortable, that mice do not abound, and that 
in all parts of Central India, from Guzerat to Behi, and | floor-boards and entrances are clear. All implements and 
is cultivated in other parts of India. It grows to a height | appliances requisite for next season should be put in order 
of 60 feet, the trunk being often six or seven feet in cir-| and carefully packed away ready for the time when they 
cumference. A gum exudes from the bark. shall next be wanted. Combs not in use now, but which 

The flowers are produced in enormous quantities in | will be handy for next season, must be kept clean and dry, 
March and April after the old leaves have fallen off, and | or when they are wanted they will be found useless. 
before the new leaves have appeared ; the crop rarely fails. In January those colonies which have been kept under 
The fleshy flowers fall off and cover the ground beneath | cover will, on sunshiny days perhaps, appear a little restive. 
the trees, and are gathered eagerly by the natives every | On those days which are exceptionally mild the hives may 
morning during the flowering season; a single tree yields | be taken to their summer stands, for a little freedom of 
from 200 to 400 Ibs. weight of flowers. These flowers are | flight will be found beneficial to the bees. But the hives 
stored as a staple article of food by the Bheels and other | must be returned to their winter quarters before nightfall. 
tribes, and so valuable do they consider these trees that in Intending apiarians, or those who have hitherto not paid 
time of war the threat of cutting them down generally | much attention to their bees, should now decide what line 
reduces them to submission when unruly, of profit they intend to essay next season—whether increase 

The dried samples sent us have the odour and appear- | of numbers of colonies, the sale of swarms, or the collection 
ance of Sultana raisins. M. Petit, a French chemist, found | of honey—and make their preparations accordingly. 
that the flowers so dried contain half their weight in sugar. Those who intend to buy new hives for the spring will 
We have slowly boiled some in water, and find that the | do well to purchase, or, at least, give their orders, now. 
syrup becomes somewhat thick and very sweet. Should | Hive makers, as arule, do not keep a large stock of hives 
this syrup prove to be acceptable and invigorating to bees, | for sale, and it only stands to reason that if they are allowed 
the Mahwah flower will be found useful in the apiary, more | plenty of time for manufacturing hives they will be less 
especially in those whose owners keep pigs or poultry. likely to hurry over their task and to sell a carelessly-made 

For in a paper recently read before the Linnwan Society by | article. If all orders come in only a week or two before the 
Mr. Lockwood, that gentleman stated that the wild animais | hives are wanted it very often happens that they cannot be 
of many kinds troop eagerly to the Mahwah trees during | executed until a few valuable days of honey or pollen gather- 
the season to feed on the flowers. He was, therefore, led | ing have been lost, and the hive itself is not so perfectly made 
to experiment on domestic animals, and he perceived that | as it, perhaps, otherwise would be. In such a case the 
the flesh of pigs fed upon Mahwah flowers in this country | purchaser is as much, if not more, to blame than the hive- 
was much improved, and acquired a delicate flavour. The| maker. We are sometimes asked where to purchase hives ; 
animals so fed rapidly came into condition. After thesyrup | but itis impossible for us to recommend any one maker. 
was made from the flowers for the bees we should imagine | Our advertisement pages, however, give those who intend 
that the flowers themselves might still be found nourishing | to invest a choice of vendors, and to these pages we refer 
for pigs or poultry. those of our readers who intend to buy. Most, if not all, 

The flowers, when dried, will keep for almost any length | of our advertisers send out price lists on application by 
of time, and do not appear to be attacked by insects. post. 

A spirit is distilled from the flower, very similar to that| Many of our readers, we hope, will, during the next 
of Irish whisky. It has been found that when placed inan | season, watch their bees closely with a view to scientific 
oakwood cask it takes a yellow colour, and is then pre- | investigation. This can be done, by those who have time
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to spare, with but little interruption to the profit pertain- | former might the more easily be avoided, while those that 
ing to beekeeping. Others, on the other hand, will look | led to the latter might be repeated, and perhaps improved 
only to the profit. To one and all we recommend that | upon. Mr. J. G. Wood, Vice-President of the Danish Bee- 
some register of their hives should be kept. Its use to the | keepers’ Association, himself an experienced and energetic 
student of apiculture must be apparent. Its use to the | apiarian, suggested the plan of such a register in the pages 
beekeeper who wishes to make money is this—that all | of the American Bee Journal for April last, and we copy it 
mistakes, as well as all successes, would be recorded, and } from that paper for the benefit of those of our readers who 
in future seasons the actions or methods that led to the | would desire to keep a record of their bees and hives. 

i i en 
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Some apiarians keep a slate on every hive (every hive|_ “For vue Broop 1s rae Liru.’—CrarKr’s World-famed 
— be numbered), on which they make their record pagee Meruee ie Bae for Serofules Seay, Bos ee ah eee 
daily. Skin and Blood Diseases, its effects are marvellous. In bottles 2s. 6d. 

Christmas will come and pass, and the new year (1880) | int oany aaavess for 80 or 192 sans, by the Biopricton Fr J. Cranes, 
will have commenced before we again address our readers. | Chemist, A pétheekeies” Hall, Pingel AAG, 
To one and all we sincerely wish the compliments of the i Beseior ee eoscsree ry ae oe eet a perfect 

“ . 5 e Litic x. I¢ Sau 3. i 

bona Metheny Nor Pe and a Happy (and plenty. ot- | Beverage. In bottles 2s. and 4. Od. each. 119, Holborn, London, B.C e ! vt. i
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WAX a matter of course that nitrogen is necessary to the secre- 
aa tion of wax. Yet the nitrogen consumed forms no part of 

“Wax was long supposed to be derived by bees from the | the wax. 
pollen of plants, swallowed by them, and then voided under | More wax is secreted by bees in repose than by those in 
this new form; but it has been proved by the experiments, | activity, but the formation often goes on while the bee is 
first of Mr. Hunter, and more especially by Huber, to be | busy honey-gathering, more especially at those times when 
the peculiar secretion of a certain organ which forms part | there is much honey to be collected and when comb- 
of the small sacs situated on the median line of the abdomen | building is in arrear. It is not known whether bees secrete 
of the bee. On raising the lower segments of the abdomen | wax voluntarily, or whether the formation takes place only 
these sacs may be observed, as also scales or spangles of | as it is required. 
wax, arranged in pairs upon each segment. There are| Propolis is not wax, but is of a resinous nature, and is 
none, however, under the wings of the males and the queen. | collected by the bees from buds and leaves, from the oozing 
Each individual has only eight wax sacs, or pouches ; for the | gum of several trees, as wellas from varnish. It contains, 
first and the last wing are not provided with them. | however, a very small percentage of wax. 
Huber satisfied himself by precise experiments that bees,| In 1794 a paper was read by Dr. Pearson at a meeting 
though fed with honey or sugar alone, produced neverthe- | of the Royal Society on “a wax-like substance resembling 
less a very considerable quantity of wax; thus proving} the Pé-La of the Chinese, collected at Madras by Dr. 
that they were not merely collectors of this substance from | Anderson, and called by him white lac.” 
the vegetable kingdom.””—Ure. Dr. Anderson had noticed nests of insects resembling 

An analysis of pollen, made by W. von Scheider, will | small cowry shells, which the natives eat with great avidity. 
show the very small amount of wax contained therein, and | These supposed nests he shortly afterwards discovered to 
the tremendous labour which it would be necessary for the | be the coverings of the females of an undescribed species 
bees to undergo had they to look to this means alone for | of coccus; and having noticed, in the Abbé Grosier’s 
providing the amount of wax requisite for comb-building. | account of China, that the Chinese collect a kind of wax, 

Pollen eonsists of :— much esteemed by them, under the name of Pé-La, from a 
Water ee ee nee eee ae 29.89 coccus deposited for the purpose of breeding on certain 
Ash (chiefly alkaline phosphate) ... 9... 3.08 shrubs, and managed exactly in the same manner as the 
Se PERO Pic iopeas ava cthiobe H0S: ee Mexicans manage the cochineal insect, he followed the 
Fat, fat acids, cerotic acid,* myricine, oleic acid ...2 same process with his new insects, and shortly found means 
Colouring matter Wetsiilaes ot at a t 8.98 to propagate them with great facility on several of the trees 
Cell membrane... be) see ee wee cane). 88 and shrubs growing in the neighbourhood. 

Bi COUR iene aonwen tees cietetes vat ceil eestel avin ae On examining the substance he observed in it a very 
99.86 considerable resemblance to beeswax; and noticed, more- 

Dr. Hassall gives the following tables of compositions, | Over, that the insect which secretes it provides itself, by 
which may interest those who desire to use pea-flour, &c., | Some means or other, with a small quantity of honey 
as artificial pollen :— resembling that produced by our bees; and he complained, 

Air-dried and Air-dried in one of his letters, that the children whom he employed 
: shelled green common white | to gather it were tempted by its sweetness to eat so much 

. peas. field beans. of what they collected as to diminish materially the pro- 
Nate PG ea pee eC a ics ct(2t ei LOO duce of his crop. After some time, however, he managed 
tarch, dextrin, and sugar 57:7 aS we 454 es eae 
ecman eee eh ory 824) Say se logs to send to England several pounds of it, both in its natural 
Fatty matter igs Ee 465 la oe 27 state and melted into cakes, as also some of the insects 
Colllosel -e.ssfrssrep sas BB eer oe OR adhering to the branches on which they had been cultivated. 
Mineral matter... 0 «. 28 86 With these Dr. Anderson made a series of investigations, 

100 100 the results of which formed the substance of the paper 
Liew, which he read before the Royal Society. 

Water on se ae ade ko Further inquiry has been made into the matter from 
Starch ist bettie rete eat ee BB'S time to time, and at present our knowledge informs us that 
Gum... see ae + 70 lac is a resinous substance produced by the puncture of a 
Sugar pase ban) (ePtanites slide Serptawterreags 9 ae peculiar female insect, called Coccus lacea or ficws, upon the 
Bae a the ee ttebae ets Seka el Soe branches of several plants. 
Cellulose, pectin, &e.... Screen ae 120 The substance is not wax, however, but contains only 
Mineral matter SA MREAL comasaieeees Udahset EAD about 5 per cent. of it. 

: on A few words about the Coccus lacca may be of interest. 
nee % h it ae a4 “The female insect is about the size of a louse, red, round, 

___It is insisted by some writers that i e oe § 100d 38 | flat, with twelve abdominal circles, six claws, half the length 
absolutely necessary to bees before they can form wax. | o¢ the body, and a tail shooting out, by a division, into two 
Huber, however, fed bees in captivity on pure sugar parts. The male is twice the size, has four wings, and 
(which contains no nitrogen, but only hydrogen, oxygen, | there is one male only to every 5,000 females. In 
and carbon), and found a ey, eneld : poe aes November or December the young brood makes its escape 
igo. amd) pusld] comlrssel wi ece oe Boone ab 3 cee from the eggs, lying beneath the dead body of the mother ; 
Healt yy On acerca cuanety °: Teen ee ‘fe Soy they crawl about a little way, and fasten themselves to the 
can ouly secrete wax when they are healthy, 1 follows @8 | back of the shrubs. About this period the branches often 

¥ : 5 ; Me swarm to such a degree with this vermin that they seem 
* As mentioned at the end of this article, cerine or cerotic acid and | (,V neq with ared dust ; in this case they are apt to dry up 

anynine ate two simple species of wax found in the compound bleached ce peta exteusted’o thee: 7rtet Many of theds insects,
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however, become the prey of others, or are carried off by | hay, andin peastraw. In meadow and clover hay 1-0 to 
the feet of birds, to which they attach themselves, and are | 1°3 of true fat is found, together with 04 to 0:6 per cent. 
transplanted to other trees. They soon produce some of wax; rye and barley straw yield about 0°5 per cent. of 

nipple-like incrustations upon the twigs, their bodies being | true fat, and about the same quantity of wax. Konig gives 
apparently glued by means of a transparent liquor, which | the following table :— 
goes on inereasing to the end of March, so as to form a Fat. Wax. 
cellular texture. At this time the animal resembles a small Meadow hay. (mean of 5 samples) LOT wae “45 

j e i a lover hay ... ada oe oom (Lee oe se 138 
oval bag, without life, of the size of cochineal. At the com- Rye straw... a RES o ri ale 
mencement a beautiful red liquor only is perceived, after- Ostatra wii ORT ORS Re ae ee Dans aca 
wards eges make their appearance; and in October or Ryegrain ... ... 1% vee UBB OE Sy vs  °09 
November, when the red liquor gets exhausted, twenty or] Bees wax, as obtained by washing and melting the comb, 
thirty young ones bore a hole through the back of their | is yellow. It has a peculiar smell, resembling honey, and 
mother, and come forth. The empty cells remain upon the | derived from it, for the cells in which no honey has been 
branches. These are composed of the milky juice of the | deposited yield a scentless white wax. Wax is freed from 
plant, which serves as nourishment to the insects, and | its impurities, and bleached, by melting it with hot water 
which is afterwards transformed or elaborated into the| or steam in a tinned-copper or wooden vessel, letting it 
red colouring matter that is found mixed with the resin, | settle, running off the clear supernatant, oily-looking 
but in greater quantity in the bodies of the insects, in their | liquid into an oblong trough, with a line of holes in its 
eggs, and still more copiously in the red liquor secreted for | bottom, so as to distribute it upon horizontal wooden 
feeding the young. After the brood escapes the cells con- | cylinders made to revolve half immersed in cold water, 
tain much less colouring matter.”—Ure. and then exposing the thin films or ribbons thus exposed 

Seed-lac and shell-lac are made from this substance, the | to the blanching action of air, light, and moisture. For 
latter of which is used largely in the manufacture of seal-| this purpose the ribbons are laid on long webs of canvas, 
ing-wax and varnishes. stretched horizontally between standards, two feet above 

A very large trade is done in lac-dye, formed from the | the surface of a sheltered field, having a free exposure to 
same substance. the sunbeams. Here they are frequently turned over, then 

Besides the wax secreted by bees, it is also found largely | covered by nets to prevent their being blown away by the 
as a vegetable product, large quantities of which are now | wind, and watered from time to time. Whenever the 
received from various countries. The principal are those | colour of the wax seems stationary, it is collected, re- 
known as the Carnauba wax imported from Brazil, which | melted, and thrown again into ribbons upon the wet 
is the produce of the Copernicia cerifera ; myrtle-berry | cylinder, in order to expose new surfaces to the bleaching 
wax, the produce of some species of the Myrica in South | operation. By several repetitions of these processes, if 
Africa and North America, and the Japan vegetable wax | the weather proves favourable, the wax eventually loses 
obtained from the fruit of Rhus succedaneum. its yellow tint entirely, and becomes fit for forming white 

The Japan wax is the most important, commercially | candles. If it be finished under rain it will become grey 
speaking. The first cargo imported from Japan direct to | on keeping, and also lose in weight. 
England was in April, 1859, when the American ship| In France, where the purification of wax is a considerable 
Florence, from Nagasaki, discharged her cargo in London. | object of manufacture, about four ounces of cream of 
In 1867 we imported 8,964 ewt., valued at £37,817. In| tartar or alum are added to the water in the first melting- 
1876 we received 12,325 ewt., valued at £24,650, the price | copper, and the solution is incorporated with the wax by 
having considerably declined. diligent manipulations. The whole is left at rest for some 

The native method of producing the wax is of a very | time, and then the supernatant wax is run off into a 
primitive description. The berries, having been gathered, | settling cistern, whence it is discharged by a stopcock or 
are washed and bruised after a rude fashion; and being | tap over the wooden cylinder revolving at the surface of a 
then slowly boiled the wax is extracted and thrown to the| large water cistern, kept cool by passing a stream con- 
surface. Having been skimmed off it is moulded into | tinually through it. 
cakes of about 30 lbs. each, which, being dried in the sun, The bleached wax is finally melted, strained through silk 
are fit for use. sieves, and then run into circular cavities in a moistened. 

This beautiful wax, one part of which varies but little | table, to be cast or moulded into thin disc pieces, weighing 
from another, has a bright cream colour; is nearly of the | from two to three ounces each, and three to four inches in 
consistence of beeswax ; bears, without softening, a high | diameter. 
degree of atmospheric heat ; and as it contains a large per-| Wax purified as above is white and translucent in thin 
centage of stearine, it is highly suitable for the manufac-| segments; it has neither taste nor smell; it has a specific 
ture of candles, particularly of those known as “‘com-| gravity of from 0:960 to 0:996; it does not liquify till 
posites,” as well as for other purposes. heated to 1545 deg. Fahr.; but it softens at 86 deg., 

‘Wax forms a part of the green fecula of many plants, | becoming so plastic that it may be moulded by the hand 
particularly of the cabbage; it may be extracted from the] into any form. At 82 deg. itis hard and brittle. 
pollen of most flowers, as also from the skins of plums| Wax is composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.* 
and many stone fruits. It constitutes a varnish upon the| Of the first there are 81°75 parts in 109, which in burning 
upper surface of the leayes of many trees, and it has been | generate 300 parts of carbonic acid gas. Now, since 125 
observed in the juice of the cow tree. The berries of the| grains of wax constitute the average consumption of a 
different species of myrtle afford abundance of wax. candle per hour, these will generate 375 grains of carbonic 

The straw of cereals yields a white wax, greasy to the |< —@ @-—--—-—-—— 
touch, insoluble in water and in caustic alkalis, soluble in| * Hess gives the proportions as follows :— , 
alcohol, especially when warm, also in ether and in carbon cae ee i ee ne 
bisulphide. Wax is also contained in meadow and clover Hydrogen we ee aw) teen» BBO
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acid gas, equal in volume to 800 cubic inches of gas, A | that the Association will lend on hire the original diagrams for 

man of ordinary size discharges from his lungs 1,632 eubie me we oe ee a fred ages the duprime - be packed 2 
- . . ae a proper ing-case, ant e hirer to pay all carriage an 
inches of carbonic acid gas per hour, which is very nearly abteze that may oecur during transit, and dans the time they 
double the quantity produced from one wax candle, Hence | are in the hirer’s possession.” 
the combustion of two such candles vitiates the air much | The report of the Sub-Committee having been discussed at some 
the same as the breathing of one man. length, it was moved by the Rev E. Bartrum, and seconded by 

Bleached wax is found to consist of two species of wax, | the Ber. G. Be aaa and Gres Buemimonsly,, ae ae ae 
. ee . + mendations 0: ie ub-Committee, eo opted, ant a one 

one called cerine or cerotic acid, the other myricene, 80 called | thousand copies of the didweunis,in Gour ane ds secormmended 

because it exists in much larger proportions in the wax | by the Sub-Committee, be executed, and the same be sold to 
obtained from the myrica or myrtle. members at 5s. per set, and to non-members of the Association 

—————_—_—_—_— at 7s. 6d. per set.” 
It was also resolved, “That the Secretary be requested to draw 

CORRESPONDENCE. up a circular, and issue to members and ayes eons that such 
= eee diagrams will shortly be published at the above prices.” 

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. [With regard to models of hives, we shall be glad to receive 

We make it a rule, and one that we shall adhere to strictly, that alt | AY that our readers may send for the use of lectures, and we 
letters for insertion in Tun BERKnsrEr must, when published, | WOUd gladly send them, free of carte except carriage, out to 

bear the name and address of the writer. Ours is an independent | those who wish to use them.—Eprror. 
Jowrnal, open to all who wish to call notice to anything new HONEY WANTED. 
or interesting to the bee-keeping world, and we believe we shall TO THE EDITOR OF THE BERKERPER, 
remove a source of constant suspicion and complaint if we firmly Srr,—Being in want of honey, I wrote to a gentleman, a hee- 
follow this regulation. These remarks do not apply to the Notes keeper in Lincolnshire, to know if he had any to part with. His 

and Queries department, és reply was that he had not got sufficient left for his own use, but 
While we shall print as much correspondence as possible we do not | yeferred me to your paper, stating that I might through you 

bind ourselves to publish every letter we receive, and shall feel at possibly render a service to a Lincolnshire cottager mentioned 
liberty to reject those that seem to us devoid of general interest therein, who was unable to dispose of his honey. I haye jnst 
and those which, in our opinion, are likely to lead to quarreling | obtained the first number of your paper, and am sorry to find that 

instead of fair discussion. poe the Lincolnshire cottager has disposed of his honey, but at a 
We respectfully beg all our readers to have perpetually im view a | yidiculously low price. Had he been fortunate enough to have 

laudable desire to extend the practice of bee cultwre in this | soon the Journal of Horticulture of 20th March last, page 223, and 
country, and having this aim before them to send us reports of put himself in communication with me, he might have found a 
anything they meet with in thetr experience that seems to them to | much better market than he appears to have unfortunately 

hawe been wnnoticed before. secured, Should you happen to know any one unable to dispose 
2 . of his fine honey, I shall be glad to assist in finding a customer 

LECTURES—DIAGRAMS—MODELS. for it— Yours obediently, S. J. Barpwim. 
T0 THE EDITOR OF THE BEEKEEPER. Gipsy Cottage, South Vale, Upper Norwood, S.E., 

Sir,—I am much pleased with the November number of the 15th December, 1879. f 
BrrKEEPER you sent me. In reading “A Lecture on Bees” given [Another example of the want of a journal, or at all events of 
at Page 43, the thought struck me that if proper diagrams were | 8°me means of bringing producer and consumer together. We 
made of the different kinds of bees, their various organs, eggs, | are endeavouring to get ae a list of “cottage” beekeepers 
and brood in various stages, combs, &c.—take, say, the illus- | for publication, as also a list of collectors, that we may distribute 
trations in “Dr. Cook’s Manual”—and let them be prepared and | them gratis, and thus help both parties. Will our readers, or at: 
lent to anyone by paying a small charge for hire, a few model least those who really desire to see an advance in the honey 
hives, appliances, &e., could be added, a very instructive and industry, help us? A few days ago we received a most carefully 
interesting lecture might be given by anyone who takes a delight compiled list of some 164 names with addresses, and the number 
in bee culture. of hives kept. It must have taken some hours to prepare. We 

Tt would be a boon to many a country place where they have heartily thank the gentleman who sent it—we are, we suppose, 

some difficulty at times to fill up their programmes for the winter | Hot at liberty to publish his name, but he lives not a hundred 
season’s lectures and entertainments. miles from Oxford—as well as several others of our readers who 

Tf you would put this before your readers, many, I am sure, | eve helped us in a similar manner,—Ep. | 
would be willing to send a model of their hives, &e., and lend Sia aa 
for such occasions, as it would be a good advertisement for them. A RECRUIT. 

You might offer a prize for the best lecture suitable for reading {0 THE EDITOR OF THE BEEKEEPER. 
before a country audience, and publish it in your valuable paper. Sir,—I have just received your first number of the BrrKEEPErR, 
‘The humane system of treating bees would thus be brought to the | and though I have not heretofore attempted apiculture, the 
notice of many cottagers who neyer see the Bunxnzrpr or any | perusal of its yery excellent pages has so much interested me that 
apers or leaflets on bee and their management.—I am, yours | I have determined to become a subscriber and beekeeper at once. 

Rathfully, H. Warren, I have always been much interested in the natural history and 
Woolmer Forest Apiary, The Lawn, Liphook, Hants, habits of these very wonderful little creatures, but dreaded the 

26th November, 1879. trouble I supposed to attend in keeping them ina district almost 
[We have received several letters on this subject, and take this | without a cultivated fruit tree within three miles ; but I shall now 

opportunity of answering them all. At the monthly meeting of | go to work with confidence in your journal, and your kind con- 
the Committee ef the British Beekeeper’s Association on the 12th | tributors’ advice. 
ult., the report of a sub-committee appointed to inquire the cost | One of my principal subjects of wonder in connection with the 
of publishing the diagrams exhibited by Mr. Cheshire at the | honey bee has been that, although with the exception of two hives 
Society’s show at the Horticultural Gardens was received, and Mr. | a friend possesses at a distance of five miles, I am quite sure 
J. M. Hooker reported that the Sub-Committee had made the | there is not another within a radius of eight from my garden, 
necessary inquiries, and now submitted the following recommen- | still I continually see them amongst my flowers, especially in 
dations for the consideration of the Committee, viz. ;— spring, 

1. “That the Committee should purchase the diagrams and I do not think they come from quarters taken up in the rocks, 
copyright from Mr. Cheshire at a cost not exceeding the price | for they would very soon be discoyered by the natives, which would 
named in the catalogue of the South Kensington Show, and | be their certain destruction. 
have the same reduced and published on two sheets of double It may be worthy of notice that for their very welcome visits I 
elephant sized paper, 40 by 27 inches, in four colours.” thank an old friend in the shrubbery (the flowering currant bush), 

2. “That a circular should be issued to members and others | which sends forth its powerfully flagrant pink eorymbs of bloom 
stating that diagrams illustrative of bee-life and management will | before its leaves, even as if in a hurry to supply these industrious 
shortly be published for the -use of schools and lectures and! little workers with new food when it is most required.
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I don't know whether they come for nectar or pollen, but one before I found out that I had committed a gross blunder. From 
thing I suspect is that they are to be blamed for the fact that I | the hive which I had left intact I drew, some weeks later, 50 livres 
have not yet seen one fertilised bloom upon my few bushes of this | of honey by the extractor, which did not prevent me from getting 
pretty shrab. two swarms also. Without this premature swarming, ten hives in 

Bees get credit for being indispensable agents in the fertilising | the place of one would have given me a like result. Not to exag- 
of flowers, which is well known, but I should like to know whether | gerate, I should tell you, however, that I was bound to make cer- 

i they are occasionally guilty of the opposite course by carrying | tain provisions for wintering these two swarms. 
away all the pollen. I should strongly recommend the extensive Sum total—I drew from my apiary about 150 livres of honey, 
planting of this shrub; it is an extremely beautiful object when in which I sold at 1.20 frances to 1.30 francs the livre, more than 15 
bloom, and as easily grown and propagated as the ordinary currant | swarms, of which I have sold part. I have now 30 colonies, 

of which it is a species, and blooms just when hees yenture out in Certainly, this result is not brilliant. Experience comes dear, 
spring.—Yours very truly, J. M‘Gann. but I like to believe it will profit me in future years. 

Burren, Co. Clare, Dec. 19, 1876. Let me add that we no longer remove the swarms, but place 
them side by side with the parent hive without fear. 

SHOWS. Should it interest you, I will give you some day the method 
‘ “ which we prefer to follow, So far I have drawn three swarms from 

Ree ee oe Oe eee reat the same hiye. At the time of placing them in winter quarters 
Sre,—In your first number, which has heen kindly lent to me | they were as vigorous as the colonies which had not swarmed; 

by one of our leading beekeepers, I observe afew remarks respect- | several meanwhile, I should tell you, had not a sufficient provision 
ing the relations existing between Apiarian and Horticultural | of honey, I had to feed them, therefore, with syrup. 
Societies. Being greatly interested in the success of both of these One of my apiarian friends, who formerly had no confidence in 
bodies, Tyenture to write you a fewlines, »» .. | milk as food, was determined, this year, to give it to satiety to a 

To my apiarian friends desirous of working their “hobby” in | natural swarm. At the end of twelve days (if I mistake not) this 
connection with horticultural shows, and I know no better method | swarm had taken ten litres of it; but it had constructed thirteen 
of drawing public attention to our pets, I would suggest their | combs, and the greater part were full of brood. All those who 
heing early in the field, They can then arrange for date con-| haye tried milk as food are enchanted with it. 
yenient to both parties. Flower show schedules are generally pre-| I haye been long, too long. I have but one excuse, that of which 
pared early in the year, If heckeepers delay making any moyement | T am speaking is a subject loved as much by you as by myself.— 
till summer has arrived, can they blame the committee who decline | R, H, Haurzriys, of Fribourg. 
making alterations to suit the convenience of the “drones?” In [Note by Editor of Bulletin,—We shall always be charmed to 
many of our country shows you will find that prizes are given for | receive communications from our colleague, and far from finding 
honey in some form or other, Cannot these societies he made | that he is too long, we regret that he has not given us the recipe 
aynilable for the formation of hee clubs, &c., in our villages witha | for sugared milk food which succeeds so well with the Fribourgeoise. 
central depdt for the district for the supply of improyed hiyes and | May we, in reply to the question with which he commences his 
appliances on the plan named in the Proceedings of the British Bee | letter, point out to him the counsel given by Mons. G. de Layens 
Keepers’ Association, and the collection and distribution of honey | in his “Elevage des Abeilles’—Divide your colonies into two 
as sketched in your notice to readers ?_ Iam sanguine enough to | classes: hives haying queens of one year, and hives having queens 
think that among the members of most of our horticultural | of two. The former should be consecrated to the production of 
societies may he found one or two willing and qualified to under- | honey, the latter to the rearing of queens and the multiplying of 
take the duties required to he performed, among the willing | colonies. |—Bulletin d’ Apiculteur pour la Suisse Romande. 
workers” heing F Ree 

A Brrxesppr since 17 Years or Agu, anp a APICULTURE IN THE CANTON OF FRIBOURG. 
Five Yuars’ Honorary Sucrrrary The Government of Fribourg grants annually a subsidy to each 

ov an Horricunruran Sociuty. of the apiarian societies—the one German, the other French—esta- 
a blished in onr canton. They have each received 200 francs this 

year. 
FOREIGN NOTES, The latter pias ae not ted Jo than four large general 

Sat atherings in 1879 in divers parts of the canton. That which took 
AN EXPERIENCE; MILK FOOD. eee at Hauterive, near Bate, was the last, and sixty members 

Wuicu pays hest—to determine to obtain swarms or honey? This | took part in it, who came from nearly all parts of the eanton. 
is a question which has often occurred to me, Whether questions of administration, or purely theory, take up the 

Theory had persuaded me that it was most advantageous to seb | greater part of our séances, our discussions always begin with 
to work to ensure a harvest of honey, These are the reasons that | practical experiencesin the apiary, At Hauteyille these experi- 
seemed to me to guide my preference: A good hive can give, ina | ences mostly referred to wintering bees and the introduction of 
good season, either honey or swarms, 40 to 50 livres of honey, or | Italian queens. Each operation is fully explained and discussed 
one or two swarms, even three or fonr, by taking early care and | in all its details, AIl there, even the most experienced apiarians, 
feeding with milk. Now, 40 livres of honey are worth 50 franes | take the greatest interest in these practical questions, simple and 
with us, while a swarm sells for but 10 to 15 francs at most. | elementary as they may be. The second part of our séance was 
Moreover, there are contingencies to be considered; the swarm is | taken up with debates commanding equal attention, but too often 
sometimes stolen, or the queen is lost during her nuptial flight, | cut short for want of time, on the diyers implements to procure, 
or the provisions for the winter are wanting, and it is necessary to | on the organisation of a library, and a small permanent exhibition 
expend 10 to 15 franes. Moreover, the arriyal of honey is more | of appliances for the apiary. An account was also given us of the 
certain than that of swarms. last assembly at Lausanne. 

Starting on this theory, then, in 1878, I sought only to obtain We have resolved: to direct henceforth our attention and care 
honey. By an abundant feeding with milk my Burki’s hives were | towards the regions of our canton which haye the least profited, 
filled with comb and bees. ‘The storage-room was large, some | so far, by the perfection of modern methods. Our first séance next 
hives haying had twenty combs constructed in them; the workers | year, in the spring, will take place at La Broye, where we hope to 
were abundant, hut meanwhile, as everyone knows, the gathering | alter the hives by setting forth the advantages of the movable 
of honey was a total failure. As I had not wished to obtain any | system. 
swarms, I drew from my hive but one haryest—delusions! I re- Apiculture here is becoming well developed, and in a few years 
gretted, after the event, not to have prepared for at least a few | the hut hives (ruches tawpiniéres), such as those still considered as 
swarms, but ib was tao late, perfection in a large neighbouring country (thanks to the influence 

The wet and cold spring time of the present year, the month of | of a journal jiwiste), will be no longer seen in our canton, 
April with its cutting north-east wind, May with her snow and| ‘The harvest has not generally gone beyond a fair average. I 
frosts, the hailstorms of June, made me believe that once again I | have seen in the villages of Arconciel, Rossens, &c., more than 
shoyld haye no honey. At least, said I, I will take care to have | sixty livres drawn from certain hives (our Burki-hiyes can contain 
swarms this time, and, after the losses of 1878, it will he easy for | thirty frames). i 
me to sell them, At the very time, then, of the great honey glut, I What is most difficult with us to decide is the employment of 
sacrificed all my hest higes, with the exception of one, and I made | the extractor. Many consumers prefer honey in the comb because 
a dozen swarms which succeeded well. [had not long to wait! they are doubtful of the purity of the extracted honey.
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May I call your attention to the apicultural establishment of | certain butterflies, cannot be transformed to larve if not fertilised. 
Mons. Righini, of Poleggio (Tessin), where I have found beautiful | 9. Ifa perfect virgin queen lays eggs, these eggs produce no 
queens at this season at a price of 3.50 francs, and Italian swarms | larve, either male or female. 
at 10 francs. 10. The hatching of virgin eggs, whether of worker or queen, is 

I forgot to tell you that the practice of nourishing with sugared | a veritable chimera.—L’ Apicultewr. 
milk, more especially in the spring, for building and the deyelop- et 
ment of laying, is spreading fast with us. R. Horner, Président DO WORKERS EVER LAY DRONE EGGS ? 
de la Société Romande Fribourgeoise.—Ibid. M. Axviser continues the recital of his experiences. We gave the 

~ account of Experience 1 in our last number. 
WHEN AND HOW DO BEES DRIVE THE SUPERFLUOUS The 28th June.—Still no eggs laid, and the workers continued 

WATER FROM THE NECTAR? to pursue the queen, and to seize the egos which she dropped from 
In the Bienung Zeitung of last year the following question was | time to time without placing them in the cells. I could not see 

proposed :—What is the true cause that bees throw themselves | what the workers did with these eggs. I supposed that they carried 
close to the entrance hole almost immediately after receiving food | them into the hive or ate them. Later on I examined the hive 
and still make sorties, notwithstanding the darkness ? and found no trace of brood in it, which proved that the bees did 

This question not having yet been answered by anyone, I beg to | not carry the eggs, or, at least, not so far as the empty combs. On 
offer some observations which might contribute towards its solu- | this point the beeis not as intelligent as the ant. (Remark by M. 

tion. Hamet :—It is the nymphs and not the eggs which the ant 
What we have long supposed, apropos of this question, is now | carries). 

confirmed by the observations which Dr. Andr. de Rauschenfels, of On the 29th the queen found herself on the comb containing 
Parma, has published in the Bienung Zeitung of Hichstidt. large cells ; she remained in nearly the same spot, surrounded with 

In Italy the year 1878 has been as bad for apiculture as with us, | workers who troubled her no longer. I imagined something 
but for a very different reason. It was very dry there. From | important was about to happen. On the 30th several eggs were 
the month of May to the middle of November not a drop of rain | laid in the large cells; then the workers surrounded the queen 
fell, and the honey gathered by the bees atthe end of April and the | with still greater care. 
commencement of May was already consumed by the first fortnight On the 31st the number of eggs laid was great, and I saw the 
of August. So much so that, in order not to lose the hives, arti- | queen laying them in the drone cells. On the 2nd July the box 
ficial feeding was resorted to. Dr. de Rauschenfels determined to | was full of bees, working hard in wax, mending and arranging the 
use, as artificial food, the juice of a melon (obtained by pressure), | comb, and enlarging it by adding smaller cells. The queen laid 
which he placed at some distance from the apiary, and which the | eggs in these smaller cells; often she did not wait for a cell to be 
bees hurried to store up. On this occasion Dr. de Rauschenfels | finished, but dropped an egg into it. On the 4th the queen made 
made the remark that the bees which returned threw away, y hen | a tour round the combs, visiting the celis to see if they were full; 
at a distance of two or three metres from the place where they | if she found an empty one she dropped an egg in, the workers 
had taken the melon juice, at least one-third of the juice, and | making way for her as she travelled along. The light produced by 
naturally the part which was most liquid. When he followed, in | suddenly raising the shutter of the window did not trouble the 
the direction of the setting sun, the bees which had flown out, he | queen in her progress, nor the workers. It is always better to 
saw a fine rain falling, like that which one sees dropping from trees | open the lid slowly and without a sudden jerk. 
when the leaves are covered with plant-lice. The work in wax continued rapidly ; every bee was hard at it; it 

It is known that the nectar of flowers contains about ninety per | was beautiful tosee. They mashed and kneaded the scales of wax 
cent. of water, and honey only about twenty per cent. which they took from the abdomen, and applied it to the cells 

It is probable, then, that this difference of seventy per cent. is | already in course of building, bee succeeding bee, continuing and 
lost either by expulsion from the body of the bee or by evaporation | perfecting the work. Some bees were observed to be stationary. 
in the hive. It would result from the observations of Dr. de | They waited, without doubt, until their scales were matured; that 
Rauschenfels that, immediately on its return, the bee rejects a | is to say, ready to be extracted. There were some who could not 
part of the liquid food (and without doubt, also, of nectar). This | place their material on the walls of the cells, because other workers 
separation cannot take place but during flight, or, at least, it is | labouring there pressed them against the sides of the frames; 
greatly facilitated by flight. This want of rejecting some of the | others, again, were satisfied with merely placing their wax on the 
liquid during flight is without doubt the reason of their precipitate | walls of the cells, leaving other workers to finish it off. They 
sortie after feeding. appeared in a great hurry to fly out to the fields. In fact, workers 

For a considerable time we have doubted this fact, and it was | in wax are not the last to gather the booty. Ihave often been 
for this reason that we proposed the question. This accounts for | surprised to see them on flowers which had wax scales very 
food which is too liquid, and contains but little sugar, is left | apparent. 
untouched when deposited in the hive, but is consumed quickly I had purposely used irregular comb foundation, having one side 
when placed at some distance. 2 a little crooked; the bees, in prolonging it, had glued it against 

In giving publicity to the above we think we have furnished | the glass, which permitted me to see them at work as much in 
some new matter for thought for the still unsolved question: How | face as profile. Twice I opened the window, and, consequently, 
is nectar transformed to honey ?—P. Rirrmr, Schweizerische Bienen | twice broke the comb attached to it. I took away the piece which 
Zeitung. was glued to the glass on purpose to see the bees re-commence their 

————— soldering, which they hastened to do. 
THE TEN ARTICLES OF M. ULIVI’S THEORY. On the 5th July the hive was nearly full of brood, except above 

1. The connection of the queen with the drone takes place | where the bees stored honey in the whole length of the comb. The 
regularly in the hive, and exceptionally away from it, when drones | cells were only half made where the bees deposited honey, which 
are wanting in the hive. did not prevent their finishing them later. Some bees carried 

2. Away from the hive the connection does not take place in the | propolis, which they placed in small heaps here and there against 
air, during flight, as the inventors of the so-called “nuptial | the sides; some of these could not extricate themselves from it, 
flight” affirm, but on some object, or even on the ground; in the | they had to wait until the interior heat had softened it. Others 
hive it takes place on the combs. carried pollen, which they stored in the small cells. The queen 

3. It is done by simple and almost imperceptible contact. continued to lay, now here, now there, in the cells which she had 
4, The drone does not suffer any loss of genital organs, and does | overlooked in her first tour of inspection. Twice I saw her with- 

not die in consequence. draw her abdomen from a cell, having an egg glued to the upper 
5. It does not take place once only in the life of a queen, but | side of the extremity; by this fact there were none laid in the 

several times; very often, in spring and summer, a repetition is | cell which she had just quitted. This is one of the causes why 
necessary. two eggs are sometimes seen in the same cell; but the queen can 

6. The pretended wedding flight is nothing but a flight for | also lay two consecutively; in this case, however, they are glued 
purification’s sake or exercise, that the queen takes just as do the | together. The nurse bees take care of the little ones, bringing 
workers and drones. them their food. Some of these remain much longer in the cells 

7. That which queens carry on the abdomen on their return | than others. 
from this flight is mere excrement, and not any part of the drone. I cannot tell the reason of it. On the following days the bees 

8. The queen alone lays all the eggs; these, like the eggs of | sealed over the honey and the brood: the caps of honey are of
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white colour, and there was a brood of yellow. Then came a On the 1st July there was quite a crowd of bees in the box, and 
species of white-washers, who place over the combs a coating of | they worked hard at the wax, and I saw the queen laying in the 
paint, which is nothing else than a sort of propolis prepared for | large cells. The next day she laid in the small cells. On the 10th, 
this object. It is a pleasure to see them move when they apply | seeing that she had no further place in which to dispose her eggs 
this paint, which}renders the cap and combs more solid. (Remarks | (the observation box was much smaller than the hive), I gave her 
by the Editor of L’Apicultewr:—Has M. Arviset really seen this? | liberty to go below ; nevertheless, she remained for two days where 
Has he used a magnifying glass which has shown him the reality | she was. In the first experience the same thing happened; I was 
of this? Has he introduced a thermometer in the place where | obliged to force the queen into the hive. This makes me think 
the honey was, and another near the brood, so as to make sure | that queens leave their brood with reluctance, and that they do 
that the temperature was the same? The thermometer near the | not wish to lay in the supers when there is unhatched brood in 
brood should tell him that the temperature was higher there | the hive. 
than elsewhere, so as to aid the transformation of grubs into (Note by M. Hamet: Queens easily pass into the supers to lay 
nymphs, besides helping the bees to strengthen the walls and | eggs there when honey is scarce.) 
caps of the hives containing the brood, their object being to On the 13th there were a few bees above, and on the 14th they 
cause these cells to obtain the greater heat necessary for brood. | had entirely abandoned the box, as well as the brood, and had 
From this he should have concluded that it was a cowp de feu and | descended to rejoin the queen. In this second experience, as in 
not paint which was used to burnish the wax.) I preserved | the first, I have seen the queen laying eggs which produced 
during the winter combs of two sorts—the honey leaked from | drones; but in all my frequent visits I never saw workers lay.— 
the white comb which had not received this coating; it leaked | Ibid. —. 
less from that which had received it. This operation colours the WHAT SHALL WE PUT WITH WAX TO MAKE THE 
honey and renders it more hard to the taste. COMBS TOUGH? 

On the 12th of July everything went on as on the preceding | In the October number I noticed the enquiry :—‘ What do the 
days. The queen had a louse upon her, and I noticed that several | bees do with the fur they nibble from each other? And why are 
of the other bees had them also, and that they took much trouble | some combs dark coloured when they are built?’ You seem 
to get rid of them, which showed that the lice worried them. | anxious to investigate the cause, and therefore I will give you my 
But rarely did they aid each other in the task. observations in relation to it. 

On the 21st several bees were born and were continually being Last April, after setting my bees out from the cellar, I fed 
born. The empty cells were cleansed, and immediately the queen | ® weak swarm with flour candy, to induce breeding. I put itin a 
laid fresh eggs in them. I noticed that the furnished cells had | small frame, such as I use in the upper half story, five inches 
a little hole in the middle of the cap; these cells contained grubs | deep, with an ounce vial filled with water, cork, and wick. They 
or nymphs which had died after their complete development. One | took it readily, and began to build comb of brown greyish colour, 
must believe that the bees perceived this accident, for they took | very tough and tenacious. It would bend without breaking. After 
them out and carried them away. building about three inches in diameter and filling it with eggs, 

On the 24th I raised the glass and cut away from the middle of | they continued to build below the frame to the bottom of tae 
the comb a piece six centimetres square, and I replaced it with | hive, and raised a fine comb of brood before there was any in other 
some comb containing large cells. The bees mended the comb, | combs. I have never noticed anything like it before or since. It 
and the queen soon laid there. appeared strange to me, and I thought at the time I would write 

On the 27th some drones were born, some black, some yellow. | you about it, but have postponed it. 
I saw some of them, besides some workers, which had much trouble | Now if you could make foundation out of such material, what 
to leave their cells; others remained there more than half an hour. | 22 improvement it would be to prevent sagging ‘1 I have been 
It is said that bees never help each other. I, on the contrary, | using soft carpet paper nailed to frames for division boards, 
have seen workers busy nibbling the ends of the cells to help the | but found the bees cut it to pieces so badly, I had to abandon it 
brood to make an exit, but the case is rare. As soon as the young | ina measure. A good deal of the fibre was found in and about 
bee comes out she walks amongst the others, shaking herself | the hives. Did the bees use it to mix with wax for brood combs ? 
from time to time to unglue her wings and dry her body. The | Did the flour candy have anything to do with it? If you would 
other bees did not at first appear to take any notice of the new- | obtain some fine pulp from a paper-mill and incorporate it properly 
comers, but some moments afterwards they aided them to make | with the wax and -work it for foundation, you would get the 
their toilet, brushing them with their tongues, and using their | result—R. A. PruppEN (Gieanings). 
mandibles to unglue the wings. The weak ones were driven with- Soma: 
out pity from the hive. WHAT BECOMES OF ALL THE DRONES? 

On the 4th of August, seeing that the queen had no more room | Juperne from what has been published of late on the subject of 
to continue laying, I made her pass into the lower hive and cut | drones, the question as to how long these live under ordinary cir- 
off the communication. She has since layed in this hive, where | cumstances, the manner in which they perish, &c., is still an open 
she has found numerous cells at her disposition. In the upper | one. In August last some beautifully-marked drones were hatched 
hive the bees filled the cells as quickly as the brood came out. I in one of my colonies, the progeny of an extra fine queen. The 
left this another twenty-six days on the hive to give time for the | colony was fed daily, and the drones were permitted to go in and 
workers and drones to be born. On the twenty-first day the | out as in the height of the swarming season. In less than thirty 
workers were all born with the exception of a few who came out | days from the time they took wing not one drone could be seen, 
on the twenty-second day. After this complete hatching the bees | although the weather was beautiful and warm. If their home 
transported the honey from the upper to the lower hive, to the | became intolerable to them, by reason of persecution, they might 
place which they used for winter storage. The last drone brood in | have taken shelter in at least two other colonies, which retained a 
the upper box was abandoned or destroyed, while the adult drone | succession of drones, but not one of these finely-marked drones 
in both hives were gathered together on the grating. was to be seen anywhere. If drones live as long as the authors 

Second Exprrtence.—This was made with a first natural | of bee literature would have us believe, what became of my finely- 
swarm. marked pets ? 

I took possession of the queen in hiving her, and placed her in Now I claim to have made something of a discovery. I think 
an observation box furnished with comb foundation containing | I may assume this much, as I have never seen anything in print 
large and small cells. As there was no brood in the hive I thought | concerning what Iam going to suggest. It is now well under- 
that the bees would soon have joined the queen in the box. But, | stood that if the abdomen of a drone is pressed between the 
no; probably the spaces of the grating bothered them. A great | thumb and the finger he will explode with a conyulsive jerk and 
number of the bees, about half of them altogether, returned tothe | die instantly. No one can try the experiment without being 
old hive; enough remained, however, to experiment with. I] impressed with the suddenness of the death which follows. I 
ought to have been able to avoid this inconvenience by putting | have for along time been of the opinion that this curious feature 
the swarm in the place of the original hive, and this latter | in the organism of the drone is no mere accident, but the handi- 
in some other place; but I was not prepared for what was to | work of an all-wise Creator for a wise purpose, though we may 
follow. not fully understand it at the present. 

On the next day, 29th June, the box contained about 200 bees, Can it be that a beneficent Creator has provided the drone 
about a twentieth part of which surrounded the queen, who re-| with a means of his own destruction, as some compensation for 
mained quiet on the combs, but as yet laid no eggs. his hard lot? Whether or not the poor drone, when driven from
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home, outlawed and persecuted, “having nowhere to lay his head,” | on the grounds above given? That Nature has made the bees 
can “burst,” quiver, and die at his own option, I am not prepared | capable of containing their fmces longer during confinement in 
to say. But one thing I know, and that is that drones do, at certain | cold weather than in warm, is a self-evident fact, for hees will soil 
times and under certain circumstances, burst like the ripe pods of | their combs and hives in one-fourth the time with a temperature 
the.“ touch-me-not,” while on the wing, and fall lifeless to the | of 70 deg. than they will with one of from 10 deg. to 40 deg. It 
ground without any apparent cause, except that it is their nature | is just this principle, that bees control their excrement for a long 
to do so, This, I think, accounts for the sudden disappearance | period of time during cold weather that enables us to keep them 
of drones when no succession is kept up.—G. W. Demarun (Ibid.) | at all here at the North. Believing the above to he correct, our 

- our next point to be considered will be 
SUNFLOWER AS A BEE FOOD, ae 

I wiex to call attention to the mammoth Russian sunflower as a Zs : : E WINTERING if 
hee plant. I have taken special pains this season to tesb its Havine admitted that long Di iaee was the cause of the 
virtues as a forage plant for bees, J planted a plot of it the same Peat yale Aone aaah, let Rae + 
time I planted my corn, and treated it similar to the corn, as to | 4 Re epee ip neces 2a the pasts Jes ue see hat ean be 

ps ‘y J a 2 done in the future, to help the bees control their feces during cultivation. It has now been in blow some two months, and the | .1oh winters as the winter ‘of 1878-’9 proved to be. Now just see 
bees have been very busy since then, securing both honey and © a de pee . oe 4 : : =. | how all agree on this wintering question. Waving once taken - s s 
pollen. It is interesting to see with what vigour they work in this view of the matter all is harmony, and the theory of each 
securing pollen from it, Ib ig the only recourse they haye now, | writer on the subject of wintering proves correct. Let us notice 
as a week since we had a frost here that destroyed what else they | .omo of these, for we have nothing new. 

had \access to, bub the sunflowers were not.barmed, and will First.—Cellar wintering has proven about the best plan. Why? 
probably blossom two weeks yet, J shall plant more next year, as Because from the even temperature of the cellar the bees need but 
they (the seeds) are valuable for horses, cattle, &c., possessing | j; . e 
properties similar to oil-cake (flax seed). Chickens are fond of i Boo te Keep) Dp ate mare enmny wae they Badu umne 
them, and they are superior to corn for egg production. The yield a 5 pass through. As but little food is required, the body of the bee is about the same as corn. I have some heads as large as a five | ¢..<4) ‘ . : + s ly contains said food after digestion, and thus all goes well. 
quart pan. The early part of the season was fayourable here for acond —Ghsifnast eds hives tou toulimon Riedie ceve aivecased 
bees ; in fact, white clover never yielded better, hut the last three by nearly ag ae as cellar wintering, Why? Because as the 

months. hag tried weak neg, A: Warmame (American. Bee | ecg are surrounded by porous walls, which takes off the moisture 
Journal). passing from the bees’ bodies, also retaining the warmth gene- 

rated by themselves, they are kept at a more uniform tempe- 
ATMOSPHERIC F BEDER. rature Chae they would be without the chaff-packing, thereby 

I navz a very convenient atmospheric feeder, made of two oyster | lessening the consumption of honey, and enabling them to throw 
cans, one three-quarters of an inch larger than the other. I make | off a part of the moisture contained in their food, and to contain 
them myself. I can make one in about five minutes. The cans | the vest till the weather shall be sufficiently warm for them to 
cost nothing but picking up at the hotels; they work perfectly | fy, This mode has a seeming advantage over cellar wintering, 
inside or out. The feeders are made by melting off one end of | y that it allows the bees to fly if an opportunity permits during 
each, filling the small one; turn it bottom up in the large one. | winter, but is off-set by a more uniform temperature, and a conse- 
After, cutting a hole in the large one 4 by 13, and 3 inch from | quent decrease in the consumption of stores in the cellar. 
the bottom for the bees to enter. When used ontside make it so As these two plans are about the only feasible ones, let us next 
that the bees can enter the hole from the entrance, and none get | Jook after the other causes which help these plans to be a success 
in from outside, and put a cover on the outside can, The cover is | oy failure. Those looking towards a failure are these :—First, poor 
made by cutting off the can same size, cutting the rim, which is honey, such as honey dew, cider, soured and unsealed stores, &e. 
4 inch deep, about every inch pressing out the rim so as to open the Why? Because the bees have to take into their bodies an excess 
cuts a little, and it will slip on and answer just as well as if made | of that which is not really good to them to sustain their existence, 
by.atinner, — £ thereby distending their bodies, and unless a chance to fly pre- 

Perhaps this may help some to keep combs from melting down. | sents ‘itself often they must die in a loathsome condition. 
My Langstroth hives are made with ventilators in the centre of | Second, all causes which disturb them in their winter repose. 
the bottom 3 by 8, and covers nailed at each end to pieces 1 by 8, | Why? Because as soon as they are disturbed they take into their 
and when the hot weather comes I raise up the covers by nailing | podies more food than is required for their existence, thus placing 
a lath on the under edge of the end pieces, at each end, and | them (with the best of food) in the same condition they would be 
putting it on top of mine, putting on burlap sacks, so that the | with poor honey. So we see how important it is that they should 
cover is three inches above the sack. I have neyer had but three | haye perfect quiet, that no mice or rats are allowed in or on the 
combs melted. I acknowledge that I am greatly indebted to onr | hives, or that the temperature of the cellar does not get so high 
bee-keeping friends for many yaluable hints, and although other | as to make them uneasy. Third, but few bees, or mostly old ones. 
bee papers are good, still, the “old reliable” keeps the flead and | Why? Because if but few bees, they cannot keep up the desired 
still improves.—S. 8. Buriur, M.D. (Ibid.) warmth without consuming an undue quantity of food, and thus 

fires thwarting our object; and if old bees, they will die of old age 
DYSENTERY AND WINTERING. before the young ones in sufficient numbers hatch the next spring. 

Is there such a disease among hees as dysentery? I answer, Those looking towards a success are these :—That those in the 
No. Iam well aware that nearly every writer on the subject for | summer stands have a fly once in six or eight weeks ; that each 
the past ten years has told us that there was such a disease, and | hive contains an abundance of bees and good sealed honey, or 
has attributed the cause to cider, honey dew, extreme cold, old | sugar syrup made of “A” coffee sugar, a good queen, a hive so 
bees, &c. But let us look at the thing rationally, and see if all | that the bees can cluster compactly, &e. Why? Because all 
these writers have not been mistaken? Do we see the bees soiling | these things have a tendency towards accomplishing our object 
their combs and hives at any other time except after a long-con-| of keeping the bees in such a state of quietude that they can 
tinued confinement? If we had June weather steady for one year, | contain their feces for a great length of time, for upon this hangs 
would the bees die of the so-called dysentery as they did last | all the secret of successful wintering. “But,” says one, “our 
winter and spring? Of course not. Supposing a person, from | bees died more rapidly last spring, from the middle of March till 
some cause, was obliged to retain all he ate for ten days or two | fruit bloom, with purifying flights from once in two weeks to 
weeks, and after nature gave out would not any doctor in the land | every day, and that when fed on good capped honey, than they 
say he had the dysentery? No. So, then, we see as nature has | did at any time during the winter.” Admitted; sodid ours. The 
made it a necessity for bees to fly to yoid their feces, that it is| reason was this. Their vitality was so impaired by the strain 
their being obliged to stay in their hives longer than nature | brought to bear on them, consequent upon holding their excrement 
allows that causes this so-called dysentery. If this were not so, | for nearly five months that they spring dundled, or, in other 
why do we read many times, by various writers, “My bees were | words, died of premature old age, Don’t you think that the 
suffering badly with dysentery. When a fine, warm day came | person spoken of at the beginning of this article would haye been 
they had a good fly, and now they are all right.” Can the reader | sick, and his constitution somewhat worn, if he had been compelled 
understand how a bee just ready to die withh such dangerous disease | to contain all he ate for two-thirds of his natural life, as the bees 
can be cured of such an epidemic by a few moments’ flying only | had to last winter? Another says; “Can yon tell me why bees
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now die in spring of old age more than they did years ago?’ I | to the interest of every large producer to depend entirely upon 
lean tell you what I think the reason is; it is this: Our timber | his home market. So long as I can get nearly or quite double as 
and has been so cleared off to meet the demand for nice houses | much for my honey in New York or Chicago as I can in the 
and costly furniture, that the winds sweep the country almost | markets near home, I shall not spend much time in the business 
unobstructed, making the state of New York nearly as bleak as | of development. I believe it is to the interest of beekeepers that 
the Western prairies. This causes two things—first, a greater | honey should become a staple article, so that there shall be some 
amount of food to be consumed to keep the desired temperature ; | uniformity of price in different places, and not, as I have known 
second, we have many days when it is warm enough for bees to | the present year, honey sold at 10c. per lb. in one town and 20c. in 
fly that the high winds prevent, while if in a sheltered nook, with | another town twelve miles distant. Probably in time this matter 
a wind-break 100 feet high, they could fly nicely, and we go to | will regulate itself, but a little concert of action may hasten it. 
bed at night feeling that the bees are in fine condition to stand It is only recently that honey is found quoted in the market 
another cold pull, instead of knowing that the bees must perish reports, but it is now considered of consequence enough to secure 
if a warm day does not soon come without wind. We had two |a regular quotation in some of the leading daily papers. I am 
days last winter prior to the 10th of March that bees could have | of the opinion, however, that the quotations generally given are 
flown nicely had it not been for the wind. ‘To illustrate, when | not in the interest of those who produce the honey, their ten- 
friend Betsumger lived at Marcellus Falls, he was in a narrow | dency being to “bear” the market. We should lock at least for 
valley, with hills rising each side upwards of 100 feet, On one | reliable quotations in our own bee publications; but they are just 
side the N. Y. C. R. RB. threw up an embankment nearly as high | as reliable as the dailies and weeklies. 
as the hills, and on the other there was a point of rocks that Another trouble is the large number of houses at which honey 
jutted out half way into the valley. In this place his bees could | is sold in our cities. Most of them know little about honey, and 

fly men ne were Beas in by thehigh ranaes ere a really nice article will be sold for about the same as the poorest. 
eee Chre Claas ClSzs ous Shan vets : The producer should know something about the actual state of 
searcely a swarm, nor did he lose any to speak of while there, | the ade and when he makes a egaent should send instruc- 
but since he has moved to a higher altitude, where the wind | tions notto sell below a certain price, unless he has perfect confi- rakes, as it does in most places, the country over, his losses are | dence that the consignee is fully posted and will get full value, 
equal to those sustained by any of us.—G. M, Doonrrrnn (Ibid) | Ts it not better to ship to a house which makes a speciality, if not 

fae ee a sole business, of selling honey ?—Dr. C, C. Minumr (Ibid.) 
HOW TO SECURE THE LARGEST INCOME. 

Or a given number of beekeepers only a small number can pursue 
specialities. All cannot publish bee-papers, manufacture supplies, TO FIND A ar QUEEN IN THREE MINUTES. 
or rear queens, and make a living at it. I have given up all other Tallow myself three or four minutes to hunt Up & black queen 
business, and devote my entire time to the apiary. I have no | at this season of the year after the honey season is entirely over. 
patent hive to sell, neither bees nor queens, nor anything but the | 1 have but three frames to examine, and can frequently lift up the 
one item, honey. As a representative, therefore, of the mass of | frame she is on at the first attempt. To do this the hive must be 
beekeepers, I ask the question, How to secure the largest income ? | Prepared beforehand. TI first lift the honey board, and if there has 
Not because I think I can answer it, but because I honestly and | been a space of more than 5-16ths allowed between the board and 
anxiously desire light upon it, such as may be brought out by | the top of the frames it will be filled with comb and honey ; I then 
discussion. I am very well aware that the question is a very | Prop up the honey board about three or four inches, and clese the 
comprehensive one, and may really embrace the entire subject of | bive until the bees have cleaned off the honey. As soon as this is 
beekeeping ; but aside from the topics discussed in the books, | done I carry away the honey board out of sight of the bees, and 
there are several points upon which light may be thrown by the have a clean one ready to take its place. I now clean off the tops 
experience of the veterans in the business. Some of these points Sylora ane atte ee Hotenings between te Fumes, 

ocest. 01 A Ci Bat UL em out 0: 

t Ae eae uate question, “Shall I devote my entire | sight. I then iene all the frames, and draw rer ied the cool 
time to the apiary, or shall I attend to ee otge eae in ae of the re a hs mromnee Pub thre oH org a atch pe ne 

i ith ?” S ept a ; nd. ‘Ss 
ee ee ae ge ee ae ao’ ae aoa vary that a bee can just pass between them ; this will leaye a space of 
pleasant; but after the number of colonies increased to 100 to 200 | Over one inch between the main body of the frames and the three 
it was not so satisfactory, and for the last year or two I have | that are on the warm side of the hiye. In arranging the frames 
given up all other business to solve the problem whether my bees | in this way, should it take more than four or five minutes, I make 
would furnish me with bread-and-butter—a problem not yet fully ne Speen cf a oe ere Bow wendy to Perea az ue a 

‘ very sma » pr ig not more a gill, as 
aie any limit to which increase of colonies can be profitably the feeding must not be over-done. I place this feeder exactly over oaeriad the centre of the middle frames of the three, and feed regularly 
What is the limit of colonies in one apiary? every night and morning, and on that middle frame the queen will 
Shall I attempt to keep more than one apiary ? commence laying, and can easily be found, especially after the eggs 
The general teaching has been that about 100 colonies are | begin to hatch. I have fed in this way in the evening, and found 

enough for our location. Undoubtedly the pasturage has much or | the queen laying prolifically the next day.—C. W, Taynor. (Ibid.) 
all to do with this question. I have some 200 colonies in my a 
apiary, and I am really uncertain whether less would be better, or BEES CARRYING CANDY OUT OF HIVES. 

Sees Bursber cold ynon Hind enough: pasturagpion About a month ago a gentleman 8 me that he intended to 
a Bea ‘ destroy several colonies of black bees he had in order to start in the 

i ib pay ie Fuse SFePe eepeciall y i ee i < ve isht oon resulta seen ith none but pure Italians. I begged for the little fellows 

oe bat ee see cae Were ener sGievoumiele vor growth, | 2 be spared, and he told me thaf if I would drive them out of 
Tam of opinion that if I had this year sowed several acres of huck- the ie are Peoua Saye te ql aid 2 Hy edt ae eat ee 
heat I should haye been the gainer by it, for although buck- | TUMPer of queens, severa’ of which were tested, I at once mixe 

ue Eh ‘brings a low price, it comes at a time when it can be | tW° Of his colonies, destroyed the black queens, and sprinkled 

ide doe iater stoves ahd if any surplus is taken it is so much | ®ll, even the new-tested Italian queen, with peppermint syrup, ~ 
clear gain, provided no other plants are yielding honey at the same | S#ok them Trey in a box, and emptied in front of the hive. 
time. Melilot, catsnip, &¢., have their adyocates; but can any- The queens were received in good order, and fearing they needed 

one from actual experiment give us proof that either of these can belp qt Gare pete Seed see Ee Pe ABE eee 
be profitably planted by the acre? candy. Wes No am jeans» 
Daeg te ie daestlons whether honey shall be in the comb or | bees commenced picking that candy ont, and are at it Sven yet. 

extracted, foundation used or not, and if used, whether only for T took ont one frame and gaye it toa colony of pure Italians, and 
starters or full size of surplus box, I come to the important and | they seemed to understand that it meant business, and. cost 10 
somewhat perplexing matter as to the disposal of the honey, | cents per pound, and was too good to waste; they carried it into 
Much good advice has been given as to developing the home | their cells lively, not taking one particle outside of the hive.—R. 
market, to which I give a hearty assent, but I am sure itis not | C. Taynor. (Ibid.)
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EXPERIMENTS WITH EGGS AND LARV#. _ Pure Italians take either eggs or larvee better than the blacks ; 
TSIM otis ni hwo magr ena ato eacere mn orpetmente leas hybrids are not usable in cases where brood has once become 

See ae ana tae Eee ae the detail of a foe ae results | Cold, though they will start the most cells and rear the strongest 
gained up to this time. As I have previously stated through the | 1eens every time; pa they will tear out eggs or larve as fastas 
Exchange, my attention was turned to experiments by accidents a eaerelicer them a gre that 0 
which happened in May and June. About the middle of May I| , ee a Se eaeel eee a cell was started from has been 
discovered that full-grown drone larve would cap over and gnaw i ou Ae eye an ae as ‘near as time agrees, and the 
out in a moderately warm room, and that some eggs which had | 078°" the eggs are out of the hive, the longer the bees are 
been laid in sections of drone comb, and had been out of the hive capped, queen-cells extending to the 1th day, and workers to. the 
from Monday till Saturday night, were found hatched the Monday aay: Seven days keeping worker-eggs has resulted in } 
following, and had not been in the hive 40 hours, an impossibi- : Bas E : f 
lity with ‘a new-laid egg ; and they will not hatch in less than 60 1 ecm ee aul He ae Ee yen kept from the bees for any 
hours, and are usually 72 to 80, according to the weather. The Seeger otic NOt On yaaa eee em Fotnean an tae Gapped cel 

. section-hox incident happened in the apiary of Mr. C. A. Stone, but'makes them longer about mating and laying, and, though 
| in June, and I saw the boxes in each change that was made with they are rather slow layers, they keep steadily at their business, 

them. This gave me the first link in the chain of experiments with and close watching seems to make no perceptible difference with 
eggs. The first one I wrote to was J. H. Nellis, June 30; he them; and I cannot see that they are in any way less valuable 
shipped me some brood July 2, taken from the hive at 12 aam., than other queens. Drones act considerably more sluggish when 

arriving at 3 p.m. July 4; one-half was put in at 6.30 p.m.; one- Teaped from larve or eggs kept long from the hive. - From 24 to 
; quarter at 8 a.m. on the 5th, and the rest at 7.30; the piece was 72 hours keeping of eggs seems to make no perceptible difference ; 

43 by 2 inches, cut into four pieces. The two pieces put in on the Bor en more than 72 hours out of the hive they are longer 
. 4th—they started seven cells on the other three cells. On the one "Gs ee oo Brood at a ai 

put in on the morning of the 5th they started two cells; on the ae mor die aD eee oe leg. but were very 
one put in on the evening of the 5th they started fiveand deserted | Week and soon died. | Drones emerging at the same temperature, 

. two. The ten cells started on the pieces put in on the 4th were when a oe ele, appeared as lively as any others, and 
torn down by the bees, but the five that were capped on the two ore to live os OneE ial t tase Sheer al 
piecés that were put in onthe 5th hatched; two were lost and three ee omere eeu lower vem perauure juan Op eet 4p 
were mated. They were so near alike that without minute exam- deg. never mated, and often died within thirty-six hours after 
Bee x ae gnawing out. 
tha ten ney eeuld not pe doldianart @ bree ot shar ames oe Queens that were hatched away from the bees and kept away 

on July 23d, and received the 25th at 3.30 p.m., but being con- from them, except three orfour put in the cage to feed them, and 
siderably bruised was not accepted by the bees. The third was kept in a dark, warm place till four or five days old, and then 
taken from the hive on August 5th, at 2 p.m., and was received | Pub on a frame of hatching brood, were invariably mated the 
at 7.30 pam. on Aug. 7. It was put into a nucleus af 6 anon second or third day after, if it was at all, clean through the last 

the 8th, and taken out on the 9th for 36 hours; then put into of June, July and August, anda less proportion will be lost than 
another. One-fourth of the brood came out perfect bees. The lo im the ordinary way in a nuclens.—H.) L..JEvFRsy 
fourth piecefrom Mr. Nellis was sent on August 15, and received on Cry SEER Bae Re wl ee ee 
the 16th. A few cells were built, but the queens became barren 
on account of rainy weather when old enough to mate. NOTES AND QUERIES. 

I sent to A. I. Root three times for brood. The first was sent oe 
on the 6th, received the 8th. The nucleus was not very strong, NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
and was robbed; then the brood was shifted, but was pulled out | pe go not undertake to reply at 2 vig 2 Z A ply at once to every query we receive, 
Hrs rea Re Raa eee ee Tees in although we shall anvane euaeatour to do ieee Those beyond our 
SOBs cane. Be Tes Pe : power of answering we shall invite our readers to discuss. 
Hoe ease vig daeea ae ae Li a es Fue an Those queries that ae think too simple to appear in Tou Berxnerrr 

sf ee Z ; i we shall answer by post. 
Aug. ae roosts a S70 Banoo the gene. ont ote Tae ane | Subscribers wishing for replies by post may have them if they will 
ae ee x ae h. o es as eure Re Ph a ae Bee enclose in their letters stamped directed envelope. We cannot 
foe ai ie it. I oe eerie d CE sth eee 1 undertake in every case to answer by return, but shall do so when 
or deserting it. never knew hees to do so, either previously or | possible. Queries that we are doubtful of solving accurately we 
aero fi Rar ale Fav gulls ane vonselens antes a shall submit to some of owr experienced subscribers who have 

s eat A en ei ce LOWE eee Soth already kindly promised to help us, and inquirers must in these 
an importe ace ug. » by express, recelve he » cases grant us the requisite time to obtain the best information. 
corened an 4 ‘d hs Haguenzed till ae 2; a since then ae Tf, instead of receiving answers by return, owr correspondents are 

ee taeteee csr ct oecenutns | fetes fom Jae a ngs ee Val ore cnet> ay a 2 ing some of the best experienced apiarians. 
bees till the 15th; but the eggs were all pulled out on accountof | Nume and address must accompany all inquiries, but not neces- 
having perished from exposure to a dry, cool atmosphere for about sarily for publication. 
thirty-six hours, the first that have perished from that amount of 
exposure. : 3 

‘Phere are many more experiments, but I will not give them all| | No. 1 (page 28), Ignoramus.—Through the kindness of 
in detail, any ering in full the Cans modes of pane the | the Rev. J. B. Noyes, of New Town, Southborough, Ton- j es oe : : é é 

eg bg ont toe | ee i We Me alle te giy oats Seninek 2a 
larvee and eggs after the comb has become very cool or exposed to tion of the questions you proposed. Beever siriicaeas 
smoke of any kind, or if it has any animal or other foreign smell. | 48 follows :— 
Third, after the larva have consumed the fluid so as to become dry, | In your firstnumber you inserteda query respecting theaccount 
te ae aig one, epee oe sheney araercite in Judges aN of the ue of ees end honey in the Serene’ of the 

ee = neue 2 lion slain by Samson. ay I add to the remarks you made 

al Mpeg tas ain ooo, fot gine he sent fe | nroply tha fe exprsion afer tine" is iter inte 
cloth over the comb till they begin to hatch, or in any other way Hebrew text _atter HERE SATEEN IOS LE ;ignilies Sys CBE 
give it the warmth and scent of the hive, and if the larve has (see Exodus xiii., 10, &c.). 2 From the words “he turned aside 
jecome dry moisten carefully with tepid water and honey, and | to see the carcase of the lion,” it would seem as if, when he 
when warmed let the bees have free access to it with perfect slew it, ho threw it a little out of the road, perhaps among some 
safety, and if the bees to which it is given are not more than | bushes (so Josephus). In course of time the flesh would be 
four days hatched, they are better in a good flow of honey ; but if | eaten away by birds of prey, ants, é&c., and this would become, 
honey is scarce, at least two-thirds should be over twelve days old, | before Samson returned a year later, a very convenient recep- 
with hatching brood to come on as fast as the old ones die off. tacle for the swarm to settle in and build their combs. Hero-
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dotus relates that Lees tuok possession of the skull of Onesibus, | yielding to the unequal weight, sunk down to the very foundation. 
King of Cyprus, when hung up and dried. Thrice he endeavoured to force his passage, and thrice the centre 

e shook. ‘The spider within, feeling the terrible convulsion, supposd 
No. 9 (page 29), Rev. D.—The work you mention, “The | at first that nature was approaching to her final dissolution ; or 

Modern Art of Breeding Bees,” is a poem of about 500 | else, that Beelzebub, with all his legions, was come to revenge the 
lines. It is written by Joshua Dinsdale, A.M., and was death of many thousands of his subjects (Beelzebub, in the Hebrew, 
Ga itediion Ji feed Pine eee Per iieieonlt: signifies lord of flies) whom his enemy had slain and devoured. 
Pee Os ep a One as 8 Y> | However, he at length valiantly resolved to issue forth and meet 

MDCCL.” It shows a considerable knowledge of the | nis fate. Meanwhile the bee had acquitted himself of his toils, and, 
habits of the bee, and is pleasantly written. posted securely at some aes was employed in cleansing his 

é wings, and disengaging them from the rugged remnants of the 
No. 33, J. R., Glasgow.—I found the queen sent you by | cobweb. By this time the spider was cde oatuned out, when, 

this post dead on the landing-board of one of my hives, | beholding the chasms, the ruins, and dilapidations of his fortress, 
which I understood had at its head a queen of last year’s | he was very near at his wits’ end; he stormed and swore like a 
breeding, the stock being composed of two second swarms | ™2dman, and swelled till he was ready to burst. At length, cast- ear ° ing his eye upon the hee, and wisely gathering causes from events 
joined. Would you be good enough to dissect, and let me (for they knew each other by sight), ‘a plague split you,” said he, 
know through the columns of this month’s Bawxenrer if | «for a giddy puppy; is it you, with a vengeance, that have made 
the queen sent was fertile and likely to be the original | this litter here? Could you not look before you? Do you think I 
queen of the stock ? Ifso, what ought I to do to preserve is an eaing le = do Le a and repair see bee ae 

* Good words, friend,” sai ie bee (having now prune imself, 
the stock ie Mr. John Hunter has been good enough to and being disposed to be droll), “ I'll give you a hand and word 
make the dissection for us. to come near your kennel no more; I was never in sucha con- 

Answer to No. 33,—Microscopic examination of the sexual | founded pickle since I was born.”—“Sirrah,” replied the spider, 
organs of the queen received proves that she was undoubtedly He a he speach fOr pee ee ee ee ony ne es to 
fertile, but from the date you supply it is impossible to say if ae ae oat ues Neon On p and Lear yn. : ee ri etter manners.”’—“I pray have patience,” said the bee, “or she is the original queen of the stock, or the cause of her ow il spend your sabstiicetandl fou sgh lead vonGna sched 
death. The body being very dry and brittle leads us to sup- | 2 ore aaa hala Be : in need of it all toward the repair of your house.’—“ Rogue, pose she had been dead some months; if so, probably her bees rogue,” replied the spider, “yet methinks you should have more 
supplied themselves with another queen before all the drones respect to a person whom all the world allows to be so much your 
were gone, and in that case the stock may go on all right; but | betters.” By my troth,” said the bee, “the comparison will 
if the stock be now without a queen, or has an unfertile one, | amount to a very good jest; and you will do me a favour to let me 
its salvation is hopeless, as, if any bees survived till spring, | know the reasons that all the world is pleased to use in so hopeful 
they will be so old and number few, that, even if a queen was | a dispute.” At this the spider, having swelled himself into the 
supplied them, they could not thrive. Had the year been two size and posture of a disputant, began his argument in the true 
months younger, we should have advised the stock be united | spirit of controversy, with resolution to be heartily scurrilous and 
to another, but the winter is too far advanced and cold to | angry; to urge on his own reasons without the least regard to the 
adopt thiscourse now. It may be done in February with what | 208wers or objections of his opponent ; and fully pre-determined in 
few bees remain, if the weather be mild. Mr. Rait,in the columns | 2is mind against all conviction. 
of the Jownal of Horticulture, gives it as his experience “Not to disparage myself,” said he, “by the comparison with 
that deposed queens are nearly always found deficient in their | such a rascal, what art thou buta vagabond without house or home, 
limbs—in the case of the queen under notice we find three or | without stock or inheritance, born to no possession of your own, 
four feet missing, but these injuries may have occurred since | buta pair of wings and a drone-pipe ? Your livelihood is a universal 
Geath: plunder upon nature ; a freebooter over fields and gardens; and, 

So eeatneeetpereeeeeneeeeeeee een for the sake of stealing, will rob a nettle as easily as a violet. 
Whereas I am a domestic animal, furnished with a native stock 

7 within myself. This large castle (to show my improvements in 
LITERARY GLEANINGS. mathematics) is all built with my own Tuidev ead thie materials 

imitans extracted altogether out of my own person.” 
THE SPIDER AND THE BEE. «Tam glad,” answered the bee, “to hear you grant at least that 

By Swirt. Iam come honestly by my wings and my voice ; for then, it seems, 

Tux following extract from “The Battle of the Books” had | 1 2m obliged to Heaven alone for my flights and my music; and 
reference to the great contest which was in Swilt’s time going mia ce neve) Desig eae ee cee ee 
On Honweenthe, advacntas of een lear aaa eat jaeceen the flowers and blossoms of the field and garden; but whatever I 
learning. abee represents! tie! anclenva- the spider the) * citect thence enriches myself without the least injury to their 
moderns. ‘The Apologue of the spider and the bee was not | heauty, their smell, or their taste. Now, for you and your skill in 
un ustly applied, some years ago, to acoterie of self-applauding architecture and other mathematics, I have little to say. In that 
writers, “furnished with a native stock, who, despising building of yours there might, for aught I know, have been labour 
accuracy and careful investigation, turned up their noses at | and method enough ; but, by woeful experience for us both, it is 
those who were labouring to make knowledge the common | too plain the materials are naught; and I hope you will henceforth 
possession of all :— take warning, and consider duration and matter, as well as method 

Upon the highest corner of a large window there dwelta certain | and art. You boast indeed of being obliged to no other creature, 
spider, swollen up to the first magnitude by the destruction of | but of drawing and spinning out all from yourself; that is to say, 
infinite numbers of flies whose spoils lay scattered before the gates | if we may judge of the liquor in the vessel by what issues out, you 
of his palace, like human hones before the cave of some giant. The | possess a good plentiful store of dirt and poison in your breast ; 
avenues to his castle were guarded with turnpikes and pallisadoes, | and, though I would by no means lessen or disparage your genuine 
all after the modern way of fortification. After you had passed | stock of either, yet I doubt you are somewhat obliged, for an 
several courts you came to the centre, wherein you might behold | increase of both, to a little foreign assistance. Your inherent por- 
the constable himself in his own lodgings, which had windows | tion of dirt does not fail of acquisitions by sweepings exhaled from 
fronting to each avenue, and ports to sally out upon all occasions | below, and one insect furnishes you with a share of poison to 
of prey ordefence. In this mansion he had for some time dwelt in | destroy another. So that, in short, the question comes all to this A 
peace and plenty, without danger to his person by swallows from | whether is the nobler being of the two, that which, by a lazy con- 
above, or to his palace by brooms from below, when it was the | templation of four inches round, by an overweening pride, feeding 
pleasure of fortune to conduct thither a wandering bee, to whose | and engendering on itself, turns all into excrement and venom, _ 
curiosity a broken pane in the glass had discovered itself, and in he | producing nothing at all but flybane anda cobweb; or that which, 
went ; where, expatiating a while, he at last happened to alight | by a universal range, with long search, much study, true judg- 
upon one of the outward walls of the spider’s citadel, which, | ment, and distinction of things, brings home honey and wax ”
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TWO OLD POEMS. Hence the bees, whose wishes rise 
Appressep 10 Mr. B——.* py tue Hyp-Docror, 1735. No higher than their wants, are wise. 

L (For Providence hath wisdom givn 

a Insects all, that fly or creep, aeey a gue under Hey i 
ssist my doleful ditty, ‘we more neply NENG 

The fate oe Hee defunct te. weep, When they maintain their sovereign’s right Pt 

OF Bee so humming witty ! If not, ye powr’s! by just decrees, 
6 ‘ From men transform us into bees; 

It eerie ate oe Then we'll act by nature’s laws, 
3 “ ‘i i ” Aerie landevie eiieas Know our friends, but sting our foes. 

To turn an honest penny. Sis tide Fsnaloaal? 32: 

For news and learning, great or small, REVIEWS. 
It buzz’ d about to seek ’em ; a? 

And honey laid at top of all Les Nectaires des Flewrs, étude eritique, anatomique et physio- 
To cover Album Groecum : logique. By Gaston Bonnter. (Paris: G. Masson.) 

Squeez’d at a press, this humble bee Tuts is a full and exhaustive work on the nectaries of flowers. The 
‘Can now no longer sing ; author has keenly examined every book that has previously appeared 

‘Thus pointless ends my elegy, on the subject ; has set forth the different opinions held by different 
My wasp has lost her sting. writers 3 has carefully analysed these opinions and compared them 

with his own observations. It has evidently been the careful 
I. labour of years, and we recommend M. Bonnier’s book to all who 

Tur Brus.—AN ANACREONTIC—1745. ie an Pune in ihe mane) veneiL-auentions ey et we poder of 
a1 a. vail lowers really is, and whence it comes, e exudations of the leaves 

an qa Bagh es a # of trees, the insect formed, and other honey dews, are all treated 
Strangers to our present strife, of. There are several theories and propositions set forth by M. 
Blest with balmy sweets of life. Bonnier which will, however, give much scope for discussion, and 
Wars and factions with you cease, perhaps refutation, to other authorities on the subject. At a 

Husht in harmony and peace. eae day we hope to give our readers extracts from this valuable 

Winter’s rigid fare you flie, ee 
And sleep ‘tnidet our adversity, ios _ 
When the sun’s more pow'rful rays Hydro-Incubation in T1 heory and Practice. By Tuomas Curtsty, 
Ushers in your golden days, ee 4 coe fuwiey (Christy and Co., 155, Fenchurch- 
Then unlimited you rove street, London. Price 1s. 
Tee: exch geank, spicy grove, Now that: artificial incubation has come so much to the fore, this 

Thro’ each hyacinthine bow’r, book will be read with great interest. A concise history of ineu- 
Take repast on every flow’r: bation and_ the different methods adopted in early and modern 
Bask it in the noontide heat, times are given. The deseriptions of Mr. Christy's own inventions 

Or enjoy a cool retreat. and appliances are highly interesting, and the instructicns given 

Life’s short space glides soft along, for their manipulation are full and clear, and are illustrated with 
By your drowsy, tuneful song ; many drawings. There is a chapter on egg-testing which should 
Heedless how it steals away, be found useful to all housekeepers, even if they do not keep 
‘While on silver wings you play. incubators. There is also a long and highly-interesting article on 

By nature arm’d you're wisely tanght commercial poultry farming, with hints as to how to prepare and 
To keep the affluence you have got ; pack fowls so that they may reach the market in an enticing and 

«To covet neither pomp nor pow’r, saleable form, not bruised and broken as they too often are. This 
Contented with your present store.” book should be read by every keeper of fowls. 

Set th’ ambitious to be great aay 
Envy you in humbler state, Seventy Pounds a Year: How I Make it by my Bees. By the late 

an ne ihe a We ee ‘ oe Edition. (Mrs Pagden, Alfriston, 
Ghast! eath approaching nigh : ussex. Price Is. 
When Fats sceptres round hime dias) We have received the sixteenth edition of this little work. One 

«Ts there, then, no help from Fr—e ?” of our most extensive bee-keepers told us the other day that it was 
Pluto yawns! he’s hurried down owing to an accidental perusal of this book (he had taken it as 
To dark regions—not his own. the first to hand while waiting in a room for a friend) that first 
There, ye Furies ! let him reign led him to turn his attention to bee culture. It is addressed more 
Highest o’er the rebel-train. especially to the cottager, and gives very plain instructions for the 

SO IO | management of a small apiary. In the introduction the author 
* Mr. B—1 is FE. Budgell, the promoter and editor of a paper the | writes: “In 1864 I recommenced keeping bees, and without any 

imposing title of which was ‘‘The Bee or Universal Weekly Pamphlet— | other outlay than twelve shillings, excepting what has been pro- 
containing something to hit every man’s taste and principles.” It would | duced from the sale of honey. I have now, in 1868, nearly one 

have been a wonderful journal could it have kept the promises made in | hundred stocks, remarkably strong and vigorous, independent ofa 
its title, The Brrkrrpnr finds it difficult to hit the “ tastes and prin- ‘ ile bad £ saehoie & ca . 
ciples’’ of two men only ; what pleases one seems bound to offend another. cousmipratile hedenée of money aa their favour, set the wavering 
ithe Boo" had a short existence of two yours 1788 to 1785. Tt con- tale courage; read this book, and go and do Hkewise, 

isted, almost enti: of extracts from ot! ications ; j a = 
reer and eat.” Py ee eer The Beekeeper’s Almanac for 1880. (P. E. Martin, Great Hamp- 
Eustace Budgell was a voluminous writer, but he will be chiefly remem- shire Bee Farm, King’s Somborne, Stockbridge, Hants. 

bered as the friend of Addison, and one of the authors of the “ Spectator.” Price 6d.) 
He wrote part of the papers referring to the immortal Sir Reger de | We believe this almanac has now been appearing for some years. 

Coverley.—Hprror. It contains prognostications of weather expected, founded, we 
+ This poem was written December, 1745, four months after the landing | presume, on the author’s nautical experiences. There are concise 

of the Young Pretender, Charles Edward, in Scotland; two months after | and plain instructions for bee management, telling the beekeeper 
he gained the battle of Preston-pans, against Sir John Cope, one | what to do and when todo it. The almanac is interleaved with 
manatht betgte Be victory ot Falkirk, and four months before his over- | »4moranda pages to be used as a register for the apiarian 
whelming defeat at Culloden. 2. * i * = The neesuiie line, “Is there no help from Fr—e?” refers to the who looks carefully after his bees and wishes to record his experi- 
promise of help made by Louis XV., on which the Pretender was relying | ENCES 2S he goes along. This is, we think, the only almanac 
when he landed in Scotland—a promise never kept, even if there had ever | issued for beekeepers. 
been any intention of keeping it. We were at war with France at the | 
time. t See Virg. Georg., Book iy., v. 210.
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THE GARDEN. Take up wholly and replant such subjects as require fresh soil, 
or a renewed growth, apart from their present bases, for many 
ross-feeding, robust-growing plants so extend and ramify as to By W. Eaxury. ® gt is P 

2 be z é : fill the soil with such a network of roots as to preclude their 
Tux frost and snow immediately passed, will: have entirely making a rapid and good growth another season. Replant strong- 

severed all connection between autumn and winter, even in regard growing plants somewhat low, and tender plants of alpine origin 
to the many deciduous native and other trees which have during | somewhat higher or upon soil more mound shaped, giving beside 
this most memorable season retained their leaves in a complete | 44 rock plants a boulder or two over which to ramble. 
and green form until its actual advent. There can, therefore, Waxpows Glebe 

be no more dallying, with, the pee! Tae ee as engaran ae Some difficulty will, no doubt, have been experienced during the in its truest aspects if they are to save their plants throughout ‘ i + y ? pee A . past severe frost in keeping window plants entirely free from its fluctuating inclemency. Already we have information that injury, thereby, Indeed, 44 gatab parts of the colntey Hie fost 
many good collections of chrysanthemums, upon which a season’s | UY 3 2 x ry 

. seems to have penetrated to the extremity of all rooms. Oft- labour and anxiety had been expended, had been left umpro- | * a D 
i : A times plants may have their leaves frozen somewhat without the 

tected, and their whole promise of bloom display destroyed. And 3 : a 7 ari * main stem or other parts having received particular injury. 
wozeles to, thismattor, because) many ake influcuces anoxe, by the Hence, by the removal of such parts as are seen to be affected, season as it is, rather than prepare for eventualities of a much and keeping the plants themsélves somewhat dry, they are often 
harsher kind which might visit us on the morrow. Though we t i si 7 fs ° ‘ bs saved for spring and summer blooming notwithstanding. Window have previously suggested that all such things as are subject to fuchsi : a . grown fuchsias, however fresh and well they may have kept, will 
injury by frost, be they flowers, fruit, or Fouoley phonidabe probably now lose the chief part of their leaves; it will be well, 

placed bite begeens aiactnal setety.s yet do me ms aay, therefore, to remove them and place them in a cellar, or other not 
torepeat the: same, SRG MOON eH) LOL oSeN OLS) D) e excessively dry place away from too severe frosts. Take care to tend with in the immediate future, and it is well, whether such 5 ‘ ato ae 

e 2 - keep all kinds of cactuses dry at the root, &c., at this time, as 
be experienced or not, to be on. the safe sides en Co a pecan te this will not only cause them to ripen such growth as they have plant houses, ventilation should be applied most judiciously to all ds, CL wilt ales, iat tile See Of Tris Blodthitie plapte; AO 
such and other structures—excessive dampness will otherwise 2 ieee are gp y 

nar fie . * doubt, conduce to their giving a better display of blooms later on cause much injury to all around—it is the one essential antidote to 5 a Sac See during the summer months. Remove Begonia Weltoniensis, decay in any form. If we maintain an enclosed place, constantly lacing’ th ‘diy chet? Bite # £ Al 
? ° i A : Beant , | placing them upon any dry shelf free from frost. so all other shut up whilst fluctuations are going on without, certain injury is 4 Y q 

: * . tuberous begonias, which are dying down, may be placed under sure to follow, and so great is the influence of this confined é f ition % 
a that it will readily destroy vegetation, leaf, and branch | ®2Y kind of protection within the structure, covering them over, 
Garapness a poe a FOACY CERUEON VOB SHAW QDs LeRE» where practicable, with a little fibre, beneath the stage, or in any 
FD BY RES EUENY SOPH: Ge Onn CRE TES other way which suggests itself. 

Past weather should prove an aid to our past remarks, in view 7 Kironen GARDEN. 
of the need to plant all bulbs. Tulips likea rich bed of soil; Jerusalem artichokes, where they are grown, should now all be 
crocuses and snowdrops will thrive anywhere, and, more or less, | taken up and stored away for use and as seed for planting pur- 
in almost any kind of soil or bed and border. Hyacinths require | poses. When it is considered how very irregular is the potato 
a warmer and sunnier site, away from boisterous winds, which | supply, it would be well for all who possess a vegetable garden 
blow and break them about so when in flower. The first and last | to try a few tubers of this esculent to assure themselves whether 
may—in view of. possible winter frost—be planted about two | they are really agreeable to their palate or not. Many people 
inches deep ; others must not be more than one and a half inches | are very partial to them, though an equal number object to 
below the surface. All will be greatly benefited by having some | them. We maintain, however, that, like all vegetable products, 
cocoanut fibre, or decomposed leaves, tossed broadcast over the | they are orl of pong more Bis and that a taste for 
surface of the beds. them is acquired as it has been in regard to so many other comie- 

Those who contemplate having a few moderately early hya- | stibles. Be this as it may, when it is considered how very easily 
cinths, tulips, and similar plants (in flower say early in the month | this artichoke is grown and how certain the crop, it were well for all 
of April), should now examine such bulbs as have been previously | interested to make its acquaintance, that they may determine its 
potted and placed under cinder ashes or some such similar | merits on their own behalf. 
materials, and select therefrom those which have made the most Look now carefully through all stores of vegetable roots, espe- 
prominent growth. To bloom them well thus early even, it will | cially of potatoes, should the frost really leave us for a period, 
be necessary, however, to have some method beyond what a cool | and an opportunity be given so to do. We fear that in many 
greenhouse affords, and this is a very difficult. matter with many | instances the severe frost which we have experienced will have 
who only possess one house, and the only practical way out of the | penetrated to them. If so, they will, so soon as the real thaw 
difficulty is to do as I haye so frequently urged, viz.: build a small | sets in, have to be picked over carefully to remove those which 
enclosed frame within the greenhouse itself, and as near to the | are most injured, &c. Oft-times such tubers will become slightly 
heating apparatus as possible. Herein by retaining somewhat an | frosted without entailing their absolute destruction. They invari- 
excess of the heat within this frame, many plants may be brought | ably become sweeter in taste, however, under such circumstances, 
on much more quickly than when they have to stand in the cooler | and less floury or meritorious. And, considering the quam tities in 
and more exposed place. transit between Germany and our own markets, during the past 

Proceed with any kind of alterations during all fine mild periods, | severe weather—many cargoes of which were dock-hound—we 
whether it be transplanting trees or shrubs, the formation of new | should not be at all surprised that many have received a certain 
walks, lawns, or beds, and the altering of old ones. Look round | amount of injury in these regards. 
your gardens to see what tender plants may be benefited by the In a similar manner, many green crops, such as savoys, cab- 
application of a few ashes or fibre around their base for better | bages, broccoli, &c., will now need looking through for the removal 
protection, whether young pampas-grasses, tritomas of the more | for “use,” &c., of all such as are injured. They will all, when 
tender or summer-blooming kind, fuchsias, hydrangeas, myrtles, | injured to any great degree, quickly rot away if this be not done. 
or the many kinds of semi-hardy plants which many, from time to | Besides, they taint the air in a very disagreeable manner when 

ti t ie ted out i tod > itted to cetanin around the dwelling. ime, try planted out in open borders. permitte 3 
Even tea-scented roses against walls, magnolias, passion-flowers, Onions, which are not always classed with such tubersas we have 

&e., may all be benefitted by a little covering. We had prior to | before referred to, should have every attention that such limited 
the past winter, owing toa long legacy of mild weather, accus- | stocks as growers possess may be made the most of, and retained 
tomed ourselves to see things do well without any kind of protec- | in good order to the longest time possible. ‘This crop is an s' ry Pp gs ee d ‘ 
tion. The last winter, however, which even destroyed many large | extremely scarce one at this time; indeed, they already fetch as 
specimen pampas-grasses, unfortunately showed that trust should | much as £15 or £16 per ton in the market, which, when com- 
not be put in any abnormal weather periods, and we cannot fore- | pared with £4 to £6, is an extremely high price. 
tell events—hence, it is well to be prepared for what weather] Occasionally a fine drying period is experienced even amidst 
the present winter may really have in store. winter weather, though we see no likelihood of it at all at this 

During mild periods also renew box-edgings, fork over herba- | time. Should such ensue, however, and the ground is dry enough 
ceous borders. dividing such herbaceous plants as need such aid. | to work, it will do all spring crops, autumn planted or sown, a 
Chop the roots away from round such stools as require reducing. ! great deal of good to neatly hoe the ground and stir the soil
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around or amongst them. Especially beneficial will this be follow- POULTRY. 

ing the snow so recently experienced, which has a great tendency mn es 
to press tender vegetation down unduly and to lie the ground too NOTES. 

firmly. At no season is it so needful to maintain a “home” veget- | Hxompr in the laying pens, there is little activity in the poultry 
able garden neat and cleanly as at this time. A knowledge that yard. An early breeding pen or two may be put together. 
such a fact exists without is an inducement for more and frequent | Choose your birds according to your requirements. “If Aor ye 
visits thereto, and anything which induces the family to “turn | Table Fowle, Let your Cocks or Cockyerell be whyte-legged, and 

out” for a short time daily is of vast advantage from a health- | of weicht and active, with hys breast bone straight and long, and 
securing point of view. i ye pulletes likewyse, of a productive strayne, large and of full body. 
Rhubarb and Seakale may both be brought on much more quickly | Tf for Eggs, Let your pulletes be of a precocious strayne, fair in 

following a frost, if properly covered, &e., than at any other time. syze, who have begun to laye well, and your cocke of a good 

It is customary, firstly, to place pots over the crowns, and cover | form, whose mothyre was likewyse a good layere.” After the 
them oyer slightly with litter immediately the frost is “ out of the newly made pens have been together a week or two, eggs may be 
ground.” Meantime, fermenting materials are prepared, of which | ot from them. 
a large cartload of such, at least, will be requisite, to ensure the Note, where pensare now in full lay—as by proper management: 

proper maintenance of a requisite degree of heat. they should be—that fresh eggs fetch a good price in all large 
Vionrrs In WINTER. towns ; and it pays better to send them there in most cases than 

Violets do not like forcing, neither do they need it if their | to stand the half-dozen petty profits which lie between the pro- 
crowns are ripened early, and gently tempted by the protection of | ducer, the higgler, &c., and the consumer. 
glass to open out genially and exhibit their fragrant blossoms.| A hen or two may now be set if there is accommodation for 
Violets look best and are handiest in small pots; 5-in., or at the | young chicks, such as an empty barn or conservatory. 
most 6-in., pots are large enough for the finest plants; 6-in. pots pa See 

and sandy loam are the pots and the soil for violets ; and, suppos- POINTS. 
ing the plants to have been grown in rich earth in an open place According to the promise made in our last number, we commence 
in the garden, lift them with balls large enough to fill the pots. | descriptions of the various kinds of show fowl, taking them in 
In such small pots there is little room for drainage; one small | alphabetical order. These descriptions will be continued in our 
piece of crock over the hole, or a small handful of burnt turf or | future issues. 
cocoa-nut fibre refuse will suffice. Pot the plants firmly; the T.—ANDALUSIANS. 
violet thrives best ina hard bed. Water to settle the roots and The origin of the Andalusian fowl is doubtful, but it is most pro- 

refresh the leaves, and giveno more till the plants are dry. With | bable that it was first imported from Spain. Mr. Leworthy, 
such scant drainage but little water will be needed till the roots | speaking of this breed, says that he has possessed birds of this 

possess and fill the pots witha matted network. Unless during | variety since January, 1856. He obtained his own first stock from 

frosts or very cold weather, keep the plants as cool and hardy as pos- | the late Mr. Coles, of Fareham, who purchased them from Mr. 

é sible. The mere shelter of glass will soon awaken growth, and bring | Richardson, an importer of foreign cage and other birds, at Ports- 

forth the blossoms from the fat crowns. The plants may be potted | mouth, who received them in the first place from a Spanish trader, 
up in batches as they are wanted; or, better still, pot all that are | who landed at Portsmouth in 1851. 

needed now, and store the pots in cold pits; introduce them into| hey decidedly resemble the Spanish fowl in many points, more 
the conservatory or sitting-room as they are required. especially in weight and size; the cocks weigh from six to seven 

The frame culture of violets is just the same, only the pots are | pounds, the hens from five to six pounds. They are excellent 
dispensed with. In the one case the plants can be brought into | table fowls, and are prolific layers, being one of the most produc- 
the sitting or drawing-rooms for ladies to gather their own violets, | tive of fowls. They are hardy, moderate eaters, precocious, and 
or enjoy them ungathered; in the other they must go to the | feather fast and kindly. They can lay when little more than 
frames to gather them, or have them brought in. Perhaps more | five months old, and are good for the winter. They are not 
flowers can be gathered from frames or pits of violets with less | sitters. Pullets hatched in April commence laying in October 
labour than from the same number of plants in pots. Any rough | and continue through the winter. The eggs are of a very delicate 
stuff will do for the basis of the frame. Place the plants in a | flavour. 
light sandy loam ; they may be placed pretty closely together,as they The general colour of the plumage varies from dark slate, laced 
do not occupy the frames permanently. On warm days remove the | round the edges with black, to a dove colour, the hens being 
lights wholly ; give air more or less at all times when the thermo- | generally bluish grey, legs and feet blue without feathers. Mr. J. 
meter is above freezing point ; let them be planted ona bank sloping | ‘Taylor says:—‘ The following are some of the points to which I 
sharply to the south. ‘Thus they will meet everyray of the winter | attach most importance—comb, large, erect, and evenly serrated ; 
sun. Beware of damp ; little or no water will be needed probably | cheek, white; plumage, bluish-grey or slate colour, each feather 
after the first settling of the earth around the plants. A good | being lightly margined with a darker tint; hackles, glossy, 
plan of growing violets under frames is to grow them at first | velvety, black, falling evenly on each side of the breast, in strong 

pretty close together in frame spaces; then no transplanting is | contrast to the colour of the latter; tail full, carried very upright, 
needed. Towards the end of September merely place the frames | with the sickle-feathers well arched. The hens have the same 
over the plants, and they soon begin to flower. The art of growing | colours, but their combs are pendant.” 
early violets in the open border is identically the same in all the Mr. Leworthy says :—*The comb of the cock resembles that of 

preliminary stages as their culture in pots or frames. Only choose | the undubbed game fowl, but is rather longer; the hen’s comb 
wwarm places, at the foot of south walls, or in warm, sheltered nooks | lies over one side of the face, as in the Spanish, though many 
with a sunny outlook anywhere, and fill these with young plants | hens even yet are bred with comb erect, as in the original birds. 
with fat crowns. The sun and the weather will do the rest; and | The wattles are in proportion to the comb. he face is red, but 
often they do their work better than we do, with all our glass | ear-lobes pure white, and showing up very distinctly from the face, 
houses, frames, &c. The secret of plenty of flowers in either house, | very much as in the Minorcas. The head should be taper, with 
frame, or the open ground is to grow young plants every year with | as little red skin as possible over the eye. The cock’s neck is long, 
plump crowns. As to sorts, I still love the old ones best; the | and hackle rather short; the breast full and round; tail large 
Neapolitan, the double Russian, and the single Russian. Add, at | and carried very high. The legs are long.” 
least, one modern one, the Czar, for his long stalk, which saves Feeding.—Corn in variety, night and morning: soft food in 
the trouble of mounting for bouquets. FE. the middle of the day; meat once a week, with all the green food 

——————— that can be procured from a large garden. The runs may be con- 

Apyertistne As A Scrence AND As A Succuss.—Those desiring | confined. 

to advertise to the best advantage should read an article on the above II.—Anconas. 

subject included in the contents of “ May’s British and Trish Press Guide The Ancona is another variety of the Spanish tribe. They are 
and Advertiser’s Dictionary and Handbook.” Price One Shilling, or by very scarce. It possesses a mottled or splashed plumage, the 

post SS orp by Prepx. L. Max and Co., Advertising Agents, | ours of which ave very uncertain ; they are usually black and 
59, Piccadilly. Advt. 4 Y § 2 7 7 y 

bcm ba Sougeom, Shepton, wiley. 1 have et duatating ovr in tho hon; th watts an oles Inge, They 
instance permanent relief has been obtained; 1 confidently recommend | are not a variety to obtain admiration for beauty. They are sup- 

it.’—Advt. posed to be hardy and good layers.
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III.—Baxius on Dumptus. subsequent voyage, August 25, when, being anchored near the 

This breed has been long known in Scotland, but seems | same place at Moulmein, the swarm (evidently the same) took 
to be dying out. The bones of the leg are extremely short | possession of the decks, but, being prevented from settling down 
(hence their name of Dumpies), the shank-bone being seldom longer | on the awning, the bees took up their quarters on the fore- 
than two inches. The average weight of the cock is six to seven | yard, forming a bunch equally as largeas before. We remained 
pounds, of the hen five to six pounds. They have eu fine single | in port ten days, and then sailed vid Rangoon for Calcutta; 
upright comb, a rather large tail with good sickles. ‘The colouris | gtill the insects kept their post, though, being the height of 
light grey or specklel brown. They are hardy, profitable, very | the §.W. monsoon, with heavy gales, doubtless many were 
five cree a coed eee Code Bae destroyed. It was most interesting to watch their movements, They Mal luba HORS Go-laighs; Credpars| (in “Amerioa), doduing me rain and wind by shifting to leeward of the spar, 
Courtés-pattes (in France), &e. and sometimes hanging in a pendulous mass some feet below. 

Mr. Hewitt says of this variety :—“It is well known that most During our stay of fourteen days at Caleutta their appearance 
of our large breeds have a tendency to become leggy. In the | 20d movements were the cause of much curiosity and specula- 
Dumpies we at once obtain the best possible cross that could be | tion on the part of the vatives,as they had begun a comb, We 
desired for correcting this evil, as the shank-bone of well-bred birds | sailed on September 20 again for the Straits of Malacca, a 
barely exceeds a couple of inches in length. Dumpies carry much | voyage of about 1,500 miles, our singular passengers remaining 
meat in proportion to their apparent size, the flesh on their wings, | by us, though we touched at Rangoon, Moulmein, Penang, and 
breasts, and merrythoughts being largely developed. Their supe- | Singapore; but on our return to Penang, on Oct. 11, the whole 
rior qualifications for the spit have urged a few amateurs to com- | swarm took their departure for shore, this being the port at 
mence a series of crossings for the purpose of improving our table | which they originally embarked. A small quantity of fine 
fowls, and the products of two such experimentsI will describe. A | white wax was taken from their late location. ‘I'he coustant dis- Buff Cochin hen running with a Dumpie cock produced chickens | turbance must have prevented the accumulation of their that proved very weighty birds, but which were not by any sweeter treasure. 
means distinguished for their beauty ; their chief recommendation Pees ce ete Ne ee 
consisted entirely in the two-fold excellency of their being pee Ree en er erga aoe 
inexhaustible layers, and as almost interminable sitters. They THE “FARM JOURNAL.” 
were very careful mothers of their chickens, and tended them aa 
much longer than thoroughbred Cochins would have done. This | The Farm Journal (54, Paternoster-row) has for some time 
cross exhibited a coarse, unseemly head, with a large, flagging, | past opened its columns to the important subject of beekeeping. heavily-serrated comb, and very long loose wattles. In colour | We wish all other agricultural journals would do the same 
they were mostly grizzled, w-th white about the wings, the ground | for beekeeping needs much extension, and should be an item in 
being rich buff; they proved invariably silver-hackled ; the body, } the work of every farm in England. We have been accused, 120) had » somewhat freckled appearance, and they were not long | if not of a wish, of a likelihood of splitting the beekeeping legged; the colour of the legs was white. It was, therefore, next world of England into rival factions. We dint bh 
to impossible to detect their actual lineage by the eye, more parti- aanite, aud 8 AGE! sheuliealin a a ee pe 
cularly as they stood somewhat higher on the legs than the old 2 CaCO Bed) Bae pT eerncod OL our causing any Suan 
Cochin mother. In the other case the Dumpie was crossed witha | °@8trophe. So improbable does so unhoped-for a disaster 
very superior darkly-feathered robin redbreasted grey Dorking | &PPear to us as likely to be caused by the publication of the 
hen. This cross was exceedingly satisfactory ; the chickens were | BEEKEEPER, that we are only too glad when we find any other 
very neat, cleanly-looking birds, no way reduced in actual size | independent paper using its power to advance and increase 
from that of their Dorking parent, but rendered much lower on | agriculture. 
theleg; from their extraordinary dumpiness they did not look as| _ “A Lanarkshire Beekeeper ” occupies the pages of the Farm 
heavy as they really were, but an appeal to the scales told im- | Jowrnal (16th November) devoted to bees. He records the 
mensely to their advantage. Many possessed the additional | serious illness of a ciild, about eighteen months old, who par- 
Dorking toe, and showed a very close approach to the most usual | took of adulterated honey (glucose). 
form of this variety, but they lacked apparent size; it was on Speaking of agricultural knowledge, and who is entitled to handling that their great weight became evident. ‘Their plumage | pre-eminence, he says :—“ Ib is claimed by several nations aes irregularly speckled, and even the second cross with the | and by every journalist (he ought to except the Hditor of the orking did not materially diminish this eyesore. They did not Buexenre Jlas b: i . 
lay anything like so well, nor did they prove of the strong rude Pee a tor = oy ps eminent writers down to the 
health that celebrated the half-bred Cochins. ‘They laid but very he b Pe ee ae aan ; 
little better than Dorkings. Divested of their feathers they were © best way to dispose of the question is to allow the igno- 
specimens worthy of any board, and this characteristic constituted | !0¢e which is bliss to remain so; while those with knowledge, their great advantage.” which is the way to perfection, go on rejoicing. I remember, 

een eh ek Vite ed mieten ude boy, many years ago,a piece of paper camo into 
my hands containing something about Neighbour’s hives. 

SWARM OF BEES ON BOARD SHIP. Such a name was then foreign to me, so I cancluted that it 
—— must have reference to the parable of the Good Samaritan, as 

Commander J. T. Lewis, R.N.R., s.s. Rajpootana, writes to} mentioned in St. Luke. ‘Time wore on apace, until I actually 
Land and Water as follows :—* The following particulars relat- | became acquainted with the Neighbour, and found him, as well 
ing to the conduct of a swarm of bees may be interesting to | as many others did, to be a neighbour indeed. And it is Mr. 
your readers, as illustrating the peculiar instinct of these in- | Neighbour (author of the ‘Apiary’), of the firm of George 
sects :— Neighbour & Sons, 149, Regent-street, London, who deserves 

“ On Monday, June 23, while at anchor in the harbour of | the palm of honouras having done most for Great Britain in 
Penang, lat. 5.25 N. long., 190.21 H., at noon, a swarm of bees | the management of bees. ‘l'o him we are indebted for the in- 
flew on board in such numbers as to Crive everybody off the | troduction of the wax sheets, or what is now termed comb 
decks, several of the officers and lascars being severely stung. | foundation, for the manufacture of plates and machines for 
However, in the course of half an hour the insects settled | embossing these,and from whom the beekeepers in the West 
down on the foretrysail gaff, the mass being about the dimen- | of Scotland obtained the plates about twenty years ago; who, 
sions of an ordinary beer barrel. We sailed at four p.m.| during that time, was at a wonderful height in bee manage- 
The bees showed no inclination of quitting their quarters, but | ment and enlightenment, while almost all the rest of the bee 
during the night, the wind being favourable, the trysai: | world was fast asleep, now awakened up from their ‘Rip Van 
was set, when the whole mass fell on the main-deck awning, | Winkleism’ to claim the honours of those gone twenty years 
remaining there till our arrivalat Moulmein, lat. 16.30 N.,long. | before. ‘To the same firm of Messrs. Neighbour ave we in- 
97.25 H., June 27, when the awning being furled they were | debted for the introduction of the Ligurian, Smyrnian, Cyrian, 
disturbed, and left the ship, after a few circles round, and | and Carniolan bees into Great Britain. Nor is this all. I have 
made for shore. We saw no more of them tillour return on a| before me a description of different hives thirty years ago,



among which are Neighbours, possessing then features which | common sense and practical teaching. If working bees live no 
are now claimed by modern manufacturers. Tio A. Neighbour | longer than five months it would be a difficult matter for 
we are indebted for the translations from the German of much | British and American bee masters to keep their stocks alive 
importance; not the least being that of foul brood, which is the | during the shortest o" winters, For the comfort and encourage- 
bee plague, invariably making its appearance after an overheat | ment of all it should be well known that working bees live 
or a stifling; also traced in being introduced from infected | nine months. 
hives standing within flight of the robber bees. During the spring of the present year, in April, I found that 

“The Germans, however, not denying the disease to exist. in | one of my best hives had a drone-breeding queen all winter, 
honey, maintain (what seems to me reasonable) that pollen is | and guessing that the youngest working bees in it were about 
the origin of the disease. From their researches and micro- | eight months old I gave it a fertile queen and fed it well. 
scopical examinations bacteria was always found inthe pollen | The result was that three patches of brood (working bees) 
of the diseased hive. These revelations point to another source | were hatched before the old bees died. Thus the hive was 
whence the disease is likely to spring—viz., where proteinous | saved and did as wellas the rest of my hives. Itis well known 
matter isabundant (near where bees are gathering pollen) and | that the loss of bee life in summer is very great, but who 
is in a feculent state, the germs maybe readily transmitted, | can tell whether the loss is caused by natural death or by 
either by natural selection to fresh nitrogen'found inthe | accident? If men or bees expose themselves to risk of 
flowers, or by the currents of air. [have seen the bees gather- | life and are cut down it cannot trnly be sail that 
ing the pollen of anemphilous plants from the ground where | {hey reached the span of life and died natural deaths. The 
it had been wafted by the wind, and. close to these feculent | instincts of bees, their care for their young and their indus- 
pools; and from my experience of the extraordinary /prolificness | trial habits, prompt them to leave home often during unsettled 
-of these indestructible germs, I have no doubt that thismay be | weather. On their way to and from distant pasturage they 
the origin of foul brood. =: i are often caught and destroyed by storms. They perish on 

“The rapidity with which it spreads will be better understood | the altar of their own industry by thousands and hundreds of 
if I explain one or two of my experiments. Nearly twenty years | thousands. But is this natural death? On high authority 
ago I proved that milk was not only a propagator, but a real | itis said that some“ men shall nob live out half their days,” and 
transmittor, of disease—perhaps was the first to experiment in | it may be safely asserted that many and mosi bees are lost, 
that direction—and have ever since made some interesting | before they have spent half their days. In good seasons and 
ones, both with the foul brood and direct from the fever | in favourable weather the effective forces of hives are not lost 
patient. The milk, in these cases, 24 hours after, was in actiye | rapidly—nay, rather they multiply rapidly and swarm fre- 
fermentation, ana in four days putrid. _ Under a powerful | quently. Some seasons hives are brought home from the 
microscope, a drop lifted by the point of a needle showed thou: } moors having lost eight-tenths of their bees in three weeks, 
sands of bacteria, and many animalcula, illustrating beautifully | and some seasons hives are brought home well filled with bees. 
how foul brood acted on the larvae of the bee, and how enteric | We have known 8 and 10 lbs of bees taken from hives after 
feyer acted upon the human system, Moreover, I have in my | seasons of hard work on the moors, and in other years we have 
study a dried sample of infected milk, two years old, with | known hives of equal size and strength return with less than 
which I can reproduce the disease at will, although in some | 2 Ibs of bees in each hive. In one season the bees were killed 
cases itremains latent for a longer period, but in every case | or lost by weather or accident; in the other they were not so 
proves the danger of trifling with the indestructible and subtle | destroyed. 
fungi preying alike on animal and vegetable life—still under Are the bees whose lives are cut short in summer killed by 
the control of man, if means be adopted, the possibility of | hard work or by accident? ‘This is the question—the point of 
which may be understood by the following experiment last | consideration which we wish to leave open for the opinion. of 
summer: From a strong hive I extracted a brood comb, to | others. If asked for my own opinion I would say, “ death by 
strengthen a weak one; in this comb I observed one diseased | misadventure.” Of all bees queens are the hardest workers 
cell; in six weeks the combs were completely rotten. From | and do the hardest work, but they are never exposed to the 

. the strong hive first mentioned I extracted three combs of | hardships of out-door labour or the accidents of weather. 
sealed honey ef the year previous, giving wax sheets in their | Queens come to their end by natural decay, generally speak- 
place; and at present it is one of the strongest hives (headed | ing, at the age of four years. Working bees, let me say once 
by a Carniolian queen) in my apiary, and free from disease, | more, come to their end and die natural deaths at the age of 
showing plainly that the disease existed in the extracted | nine months or thereabouts. Drones are not allowed to live 
combs. The perforations in the seals of the cells of foul brood | out half their days. Some are killed in infancy, and some are 
hives are simply incompleted seals, the larva haying died be- | permitted to arrive at manhood before they meet their fate.— 
fore that was accomplished.” A. Psrricrew, in Journal of Horticulture. 
eee A few of the published opinions of other apiarian authorities 

HOW LONG DO BEES LIVE? on this point may not be out of place. 
—- Dr. Bevan thinks that all-the-bees brought into existence at 

Wonrkine bees are meart for queens, and drones are different | the queen’s great laying in spring die before winter. 
creatures, and both are treated differently in their cells, and in John Keys says: —‘ Bees, considered individually, live about 
life, andat death. Working bees live nine months. Beesborn|a year, progressively coming into birth, and as gradually 
in Angust and fairly treated live till May... Of this fact, we| decaying. It hence follows that those born in autumn or 
have had ample evidence in hives th at bred no bees between | spring, or in the intervening months, inevitably die about the 
these months, and in hives that had drone breeding queens. | same time inthe succeeding periods of time, and so in a regular 
Given a good hatch of brood in a good hive in the month of | proportion during the breeding season; but this is not per- 
August or September it were easy to tell how long that hive | ceived while the brood is rapidly increasing, and counter- 
would live if no more brood were hatched in it... It would | balancing the chasms made by death.” 
gradually dwindle and become weaker in numbers till the last Dzierzou believes that the duration of life of the worker 
hatch of brood reached the allotted span of life—viz., nine | depends greatly upon the nature of the labour on which it is 
months, and then “go out.” During the last few years state- | mostly engaged, but if it passes a summer in repose, and is: 
ments have been made by various writers and teachers touching | well fed, it may live for a year or even more. 
the. length of the life of bees, which are misleading. Many Mr. Hunter (Mannal of Beekeeping”), remarks:—“The 
statements could be quoted; let one suffice. ‘I must remind | length of life of the worker bee is determined by the amount 
you that it has been ascertained that no worker bee lives | of work it does, and the introduction of a fertile Ligurian 
longer than five months at. any period of the year, and in the | queen at various seasons enables us to determine this question 
height of the busy season their existence is much shorter.” This | with almost certainty, After the introduction of a fertile 
quotation is made. from a recent lecture; pretty full of good | Ligurian queen to a colony of black workers.in May, if we
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examine the hives two months sabsequently, we shall find very Prof. Sartori, of Milan, Ttaly, said thas he had lately made 
few black bees remain, they having died and been replaced | journeys through Russia, France, and Germany, and every- 
with Ligurians; and as probably at the time the strange| where found’a desire for rational bee-cuiture. He had pleasure 
queen commenced lier reign some eggs or larys of her pre- | in presenting some Russian queen bees to the society, i 
decessor remained, we may conclude that six weeks is the limit Herr'John Schmids, of Moravia, said that he preferred bees 
of time a worker bee will live in summer. Should the new | that would. sting; that proved that they were healthy. He 
queen be introduced in October, not until April following will | preferred the Cyprian bees, but cach race is good if well 
the same state of affairs be found; it is thus evident that the | treated. 
quietude and rest of winter prolongs the bee’s life fourfold ” The President remarked that the widow of the late Baron of 

Von Berlepsch made three experiments of this kind, and | Berlepsch and her daughter were present, and introduced them 
found that in one case (the Ligurian queen being introduced | to the assembly with appropriate remarks, 
in October) some of the bees lived eight months. By the The American representative was formally presented to the 
second experiment he found that some lived ten and a half | Congress, the President remarking that he regarded it as a 
months. ‘The third experiment, introducing a Ligurian queen | great honour for the Association to receive a representative 
in the summer, showed him that at that season of the year the | from America, a country that is known to be progressive a3 
ave ‘life of the worker was but six weeks. lL tical i i apiculsure. 

Brotedkor Cook ts react of the Apiary”) writes :—‘The preak vleaeie, ticrctor Meare a CPA Git bode 
worker bees never attain agreatage. ‘Those reared in autumn | Mr. T. G, Newman, who was not only the renresentative of the 
may live for eight or nine months, and if in queenless stocks, | “North American Beekeepers’ Association,” hut also the Pre- 
where little labour is performed, even longer; while those | siderit of that honourable and much-respected body. This was 
reared in spring will wear out in three, and when most busy | followed by much cheering, and then we were called upon fora 
will die in from thirty to forty-five days. None of these bees| speech. We remarked that America desired to exhibit the 
survive the year through; so there’ is a‘limit to the number | good feeling which she had towards all.the xindred societies 
which may exist in a colony. As a good queen will lay, when | of the world, and had sent her representative to personally 
in her best estate, three thousand eggs daily, and as the | express that feeling, not only to the societies of Great Britain, 
workers hive from one to three months, it might scem that | but also to those on the European Continent, but more espe- 
four thousand was too small a figure for the number of workers. | cially to the Austro-German Congress, whose members com- 
Without doubt a greater number is possible. That it is rare | prised so many of the famous names of excellent apiarists that 
is not surprising when we remember the numerous accidents | are revered the world over. We came to see and talk with 
and vicissitudes that must ever attend the individuals of these | them—ta . listen and to learn, as well as to tell them how 
populous communities.” Americans were progressing in the science of apiculture. We 

ee wished them all a prosperous and interesting session, Our 
THE AUSTRO-GERMAN CONVENTION: Pornee ce Were uvorpreted ANd: ZeneO igs Oy tne UaOaER NP fe ; ron ‘erlepsch, e received with many cheers. 

More than 700 beekeepers assembled at the Hall at Prague, Upon the question as to whether it would do to cross the on Tuesday, September 9th, 1879, at the opening of the 24th Ttalian bi . : . A ets alian bee .with apis dorsata, Dr. Dzierzon stated that he annual Convocation of the Austro-German Association. From did not believe it would be advantageous 

all the provinces ot Germany and Austria, from France, Italy, Herr Stahala, Councillor of the Consistory in Moravia, spoke 
Russia, and America came the representatives of rational api- condemning the satsstaancthod: Cr aniredncin ae d 
cultnie, to compare notes as to what had been attained ‘during . s A : asco an e i ars’and tordisenée the moat important aaiiiean advised the transferring of the bees as well as the queen into 
pee bea See “hedvolothusbaite Py P a new hive. Finding themselves in new qnarters they will the 
this very Tberesting Bnane pa . more readily accept the new queen without trouble. 

Herr Ritter Von Comers, the President, opened the session , “ : . Ba, ‘ Herr Lehzen, of Hanover, Prof. Sartori and Paster Puchar by a nice speech, welcoming the visitors to the Convention, and : : : ,, M © Pragiolgive o hearty weleomer te thos Aecoone thought it quite unnecessary to so disturb the colony. 
ean ayor Qh t ragne gi y = Herr ‘Vogel advocated the introduction of the Caucasian 

: 3 . . Pees . bee. They are-more easily controlled, and are the most docile 
_ Before proceeding with the. discussions, the Russian Coun- of all the races of bees, the: queen being exceedingly prolific. eillor. of State, Herr .Prof..Dr. Butlerow, was entrusted 0 zi f ae : ‘ i re ne thing he was able to state, and that was the honey gather- 

with the mission of presenting. in person.to Dr. Dzierzon_ the ing qualities of the bees. 

Order of St. Anna from net Wieigoia of es for his efforts Prof. Dr. Butlerow, of Russia, also endorsed the statement 
for the elevation of apiculture,.. Dr. Butlerow said it gave him eoncornings the qualities of the Cautatunrbeer 
great pleasure to present this mark of high esteem to Dr. Eee Poi eATaEETeee ave bis mattod. of 
Dzierzon, and then placed the badge upon the Doctor's coat. cae ne 8 8 eee FORE. 
Dr. Dzierzon was much affected by the transaction, and said : e : ‘ 5 

that he regretted that the programme was interrupted by an tl ae Heiner of tl ale ie He ae a paxbe (a 
act of such a personal nature, but still he was glad to eee that vat Hate ne au He pri i ° Sioa iia digit er eee ee 
so high a personage had so acknowledged his modest efforts on | ® a? wai P hi si ee thd Mexpiained hi LohalliGk eational amiculenre: err Hil ber eure is Pape Hanes Ni h it, and explained his 

Alerr Werner then stated that the Emperor of Germany had ee 8 tho diseangiand methods £01 Dep Venta nS 
* +e ter the banquet and the distribution of the prizes the Con- recently conferred upon Mr. Hilbert, of Maciejewo, the Order ti JioUEHOSE 40 ede cb Ooloane Hexbtest 

of Crown for his remedy for foul brood. Wooaulon adja ap Colter oy Beene ee year. 

After reading the minutes of the last meeting the discus- ‘ Ah anh Rede 
sions eoniecatined by the following :— . 3 DORSETSHIRE. : ks 

How vo IncREasi THe AGREEABLENESS oF tHE Management | ON the evening of Teese November ie Na ae ote 
or Brus.—Dr. Dzierzon introduced the subject by stating that delivered a, lecture in the reading-room of the fesbary, Hiberany 

. * ps ae Institution-on “ Bees'‘and Beekeeping.’ The lecturer traced the the first point was the meekness of the bee itself. He pre- é x cee 
fi the Halen: © = idikenner 1 4 | Progress of beekeeping from the most ancient times to the presen’ 
erred the Ita A PCRS a i ue She his rea aia day, and showed the great superiority of the present bar. frame 

RO much dispose to ebiligyas thematne Hees, e hives should over the old skep and the abominable smotheration system. The 
he in such a condition as to make them feel at home and to pre- | jecture was illustrated by diagrams, hives, and other apiarian 
yent their being irritated. He approved of many of the new | appliances, and. the large audience appeared to be thoroughly 
inventions for the management of the bres as means to this | interested by the lecturer’s remarks, a number of persons coming 
end. < qilbart sald thaiithe frail xan er at the ee to learn oe further ie ee of oe 

err Hilbert said thaf the family arrangements of the hive ar frame, extractor, sectional super, &e. Several ladies an 

were such as to induce happiuess and contentment among its | gentlemen kindly gave their assistanée to make the evening’ stifl 
inmates, more enjoyable by singing several appropriate songs and duets: ’
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BRITISH BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION. APOLOGY 

Tue monthly meeting of this Association was held at the : od 

Board-room of the Royal Society for the Prevention of} ‘The letters we have received complaining of delay in 
Cruelty to Animals, 105, Jermyn-street, on Wednesday, + . Eta . ar 

December 10th. Present:—Mr. T. W. Cowan (in the | @78werng inquiries, acknowledging subscriptions, and 

eee J . M. Hooker, the Rey. E. Bartrum, and W. attending to business generally, have lately been so nume- 

. B. Glennie, treasurer. rous that we cannot reply to each one separ: 
The Chairman announced that he had received a letter : P oh 7 Beran 

from the Rey. G. Raynor, who was unable to be present atthe We take this opportunity of making an apology to all 
meeting, stating that he would be pleased to read a paper who have addressed us, and of informing them that owing 

at the next Conversazione, on January 14th, on either of the | to the unsatisfactory state of affairs, brought on by this 
two foilowing subjects viz. :—‘ The Ligurian Queen Bee: | great dilatoriness, we have taken the business away from 
her introduction to alien stocks, and the best means of Tats oublah 2 

SION ee Bee as our late publisher, and shall, pro tem., carry it on ourselves. 
pure propagation ;” or, “The Hive. “Tf ba thine doi o 

It was resolved, ‘That the Chairman should write to you want a thing done, do it yourself."—G. Ross. 

Mr. Raynor to the effect that the committee gladly accept ————————————— 
his offer to read a paper at the next Conversazione, and 
that the selection of the subject for discussion be left to Mr. TO SUBSCRIBERS. 
Raynor himself.” A Snort 

The Rev. E. Bartrum reported that he had been in com- ae Brie eh be Be anne OH ee paged in 
Bkope i + . should be addressed to the ‘OR, 

munication with Mr. Buckmaster, of the Science and Art| and, should be sent us as early as possible, and not later thin the 
Department at South Kensington, respecting the Professor-| 8th of the month of publication. 
ship of Apiculture, and that he was prepared to submit 8 | Essays in competition for our prizes must be sent in accordance with 
resolution upon the subject at the general meeting in| the conditions given in another page, Any complaints as to irre- 
February next. gular delivery should be addressed to the PUBLISHER, 

It was unanimously resolved that Mr. W. A. Kirchner | MSS. for retwrn must be accompanied by the necessary postage. 
should audit the accounts and the balance-sheet for the| AU P.O. orders should be made payable to Guorax Rose at the 
past year to be placed before the committee at their next| Somerset House P.O. 

meeting previous to publication. ee 
————— 

CON 5 
LONDON HONEY MARKET. Cane t cs 

7S To Our Readers ... iG oo ae 5% sae eT 
The following are the quotations for the past month :— Our Prize Essay ... a ss a cn 33 5 62 

1879. 1878. British Beekeepers’ Association... ea ie tes oe 63 

Oct. 18 ... Cuba ... per cwt. ...... 258. to 38s. ...... 888. to 50s. | Criticism ... oe oe se aH #5 ie ae 64 

5 39) «- Jamaica SF wu. 278. to 40s. ...... 35s. to 45s, | Remarks on the Preceding net ass =e ae aoe 65 

5, 26... Cuba ait oSy wise 258 t0 408. ...... 88s. to 50s. | Some Recently-Observed Facts Regarding Queens... ... 65 
3) gp ws Jamaica 5, sss. 328. to 40s. ...... 35s, to 45s. | Mr. Cheshire on Chaff Covers... 9. 0s 

Nov. 1 ... Cuba ... By css. 258. to 40s. ...... 388. to 48s. | On the Utility to Flowers of their Beauty... af nat 66 

Sib ate Wem dion fies)? vases 808. to 388. ...... 85s. to 42s, | The Scarcity of Insects ... se a = AB Lgl O87 
SS es sCuba 2 5) wavs 258. to 388. ...... 36s. to 48s. | A New Work i sm i Se ae ae Bey 68 
jo oy ss Jamaica, »”» vue 275. to 408. ...... 85s. to 45s, | The Mahwah Tree... es Bc 8 BES ase sa 68 

There have been but small sales, most lots being bought in. Con- | The Month... ee aoe on oe ze 6 re 68 

signments of Canadian Bass-wood honey have been sent to Wax ... oe tee ae oe oak Bx. ose ae 70 

Liverpool, where they fetched 5d. to 6d. a pound, and to South- Correspondence... oo tee te oe oon eat 72 

hampton direct to consumer. Foreign Notes... a ae sae ot ee aig 73 
al eee, An Experience: Milk Food Biss ge as) ee 73 

Lee eases Apiculture in the Canton of Fribourg... Re A 73, 
An Error in No. 1.—Mr. Desborough called our attention (see page The Ten Articles of M. Ulivi’s Theory ... Bae 74 

46) soe cee in our ne ponatee {page a Hee we a om aisles Do Workers Ever Lay Drone Eggs? at 74 
an authority for a quotation instead of John Keys. We find that Mr. = ak Si he : 
Desborongh is right, and Professor Cook (from whose Manual we took the Wane ce We ee wath Wax jo Make she Cons iS 

quotation) is wrong. The words occur in the ‘“‘ Antient Bee Master’s Fare- ue so oy st 4 at i “a. 75 

well.’ John Hall wrote some studies of nature, in which he gives a very What Becomes of all the Drones ? see see os 75 
weak conversation of bees. We were thinking at the time of an Sunflower as a Bee Food ... tee see vee ve 76 

author called Hall, Hill, Hylle, or Hyll, who published ‘‘ Profitable In- Atmospheric Feeder... oe ve oe tee oA 76 

structions for the Perfect Ordering of Bees ” in 1579. Dysentery and Wintering ... eee Bs ta T), 76 

Prof. Sartori, of Milan, Italy, has lately been to Russia, in the interest Wintering Bees. se ee 
of bee-culture, and has met with great success—the Emperor being much How to Secure the Largest Income soe oe oe TT 
interested in the subject. Prof. Dr. Butlerow, Councillor of the Govern- To Find a Black Queen in Three Minutes a8 S03 a 
ment, was the bearer to Prague, from St. Petersburg, of the Imperial dis- Bees Carrying Candy Out of Hives ty ak ae 77 
tinction of the Order of Saint Anna, for his friend Dr. Dzierzon. This was Experiments with Eggs and Larve oe sg 78 
presented to him with the usual ceremonies on Tuesday, Sept. 9th, at the | Notes and Queries a "i ra 78 
Austro-German Congress at Prague. ‘This honour, from such a source, is | Titorary Gleanings 7 = a 6 sa ee 
much appreciated by Dr. Dzierson. Bein, = ei a ne wie ne Es eo 

Since the epring of 1876 Herr Benedict Broglio, of Strausburg, has|Tho Garden 9» vw ees ee te tee BL 
been practising the following method with success in introducing queens : | Poultry se See a Pon ‘ si 82 

—The bees of the hive into which the queen is to be introduced are brushed | Gwarm of Bees on Board tin. a jot 3 
from the combs into a box, then dampened with fresh water, and poured | m4 « ¥, J 1? Pe ua Ee st it 5 
awa betorertheis iires( tbe adean bling cevnaltted to crawl inbo.the bive| Loc. sore ee ee fee 
with the buzzing bees. Before beginning this operation the queen thatis| How Long do Bees Live? =... a, ous sk 
with the colony at the time is removed, or any queen cells present are | Lhe Austro-German Convention. Dorsetshire ... ose 85 
destroyed, when the bees have been shaken from their combs. British Beekeepers’ Association. London Honey Market 86
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SPECIAL NOTICE “MAH W ig 
To S 

| i ‘ : DANCE Bibbs Rk Sen The frat of an Indian Tree, any Spe rynce and 
flavour similar to Sultana Raisins. Haten by 
the natives, and by all animals and_ birds. 

Tun value of Tux Buexenrer for advertising purposes, | Mahwah contains 

as the only independent paper of its class published in the 

United Kingdom, must be self-evident to those having 

commercial dealing with apiarians. It would, therefore, 50 PER CENT. OF SUGAR. 

be waste of time and space to enumerate its claims to their Th ie ace iolsconiceande anna fend 
f 1t10OUS LOO eCu= 

support. 22 
liarly well fitted for 

We are now addressing those Advertisers in particular y ie 

who may wish to bring themselves before the notice of our 

readers at trifling expense ; and in order to meet this want POULTRY, PIGS B K ES 

which from letters received and advice tendered is clearly | ’ 3 

much felt, we offer a space, the size of that at the foot of &e. 

this notice, including free copy of the paper, for £3 3s. per | The first consignment sent to England has just 

annum, conditionally that the order be for not less than| een landed, and can be supplied in Tapes’ oe 

12 months, and that the same shall be paid for quarterly all wee 3 PP 8 

in advance. j E ee 
# id ‘pit GE ay 

£8 8s, ran Axxus Price 20s. per Cwt. 
WITH FREE COPY OF yan ae 

mT THE BEEKEEPER, BY THE SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF 
{QuarrERLy in ADVANCE. H Y D R 0 I N C U B A T 0 R Ss 

ges REA et A ea 
AND 

To oblige country beekeepers who are not easily acces- 

sible to good chemists we shall be happy to supply sali- HYDRO-RE ARING MOTHERS 

cylic acid in shilling packets, post free. We believe the - 

De ape is es LER ee Pie ie as make) TIlustrated and described in Fourth Edition of 
inquiries and arrange the size of the packets according to} 17. hog. Christy’ : 

what we have to pay. Address Sub-Hditor, Beexerrrr. : en ee Commerc 
P ultry Farming (Mahwah, page 80), 

SCALE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS. Price 1s. Post Free. 

Frvz Links oR UNDER... ie, ee 5s. Od. eee Ia 

QuARTER Pace ... oF oe heed, 68. Od. 

Harr Paen i oe a tenes; Os,, Od. THOS CHAI 
Pace See soe ace te «+ &5 5s. Od. q STY & CO, 

Special terms for a series of insertions may be had by applica- cee Sra 155, FENCHURCH STREET, 
Crossed Cheques and P.O. orders (at Somerset House P.O, - 

able to Gzorar Ross. : ee LONDON.
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OUR MONTH LY: PRIZE ESSAYS. | Crown 8vo., cloth. Price 3s. 6d. 

6 | A MANUAL OF BEEKEEPING, 

Competitors should bear in mind that these Essays are | CONTAINING 

intended for the novice, and not for the accomplished Beo- | PRACTICAL INFORMATION FOR RATIONAL AND PRO- 

master. The style must, therefore, be as simple as possible. ’ FITABLE METHODS OF BEE MANAGEMENT. 

pera should be a. hie pores sy Beg EN TE 

absolutely “necessary an explanation | we: = ee a 

them. Take it for granted that the readers you are addressing | iota of Borge ar Op elie: Hotes eB acleceners gl seaiatior.) 
know absolutely nothing of the subject. With Numerous Ilustrations. Third Edition, revised and enlarged j 

The Monthly Prize Essays will appear in the pages of, eee pe eee aera 
: the.“ BEEKEEPER,” but the Proprietors will, when they | Lonpon: DAVID BOGUE, 3, Sr. Marrin’s Pace, W.C. 

think fit, publish them in a separate form for distribution. | ~~ Ci‘ TC! 

3 — THE BERKSHIRE BEE HIVE. 

RULES. FOR COMPETITION. Reet Staple SES 
; a PERS, with 7G : : 

1. Competitors must be Subscribers to the ‘“ BEE- | = a EB 5 BS, with i less Windows mie 
KEEPER.” | est Hive for watching Bees without risk. 

22, All Essays must be legibly written, and on one side of Price 205 to. ose. 
the paper only. They must beara distinguishing motto. Burxsutre, Bez Suxps, “unique and handsome.” 

A sealed letter must also be sent bearing on the outsidea iy to esis on Sorta a 

; similar motto, and containing the full name and address of | J. SADLER, Sonnine, nzar Ruapine, Berxs. 

the writer, which will in all cases be published. % Segui a Gora REM Pa 

3. Essays to be returned in case of failure are to be ENGLISH BAR-FRAME HIVES, 

accompanied by stamps for that purpose. Woodbury size, 8s. each. 

4, The Essay for which the prize is given will become | ITALIAN BAR-FRAME HIVES, ‘Two for 8s.—“ Commended 
the property of the Proprietors of the ‘ BEEKEEPER.” | for simplicity and cheapness.’’—Alezandra Palace, 1877. 

5. Essays are not to exceed 3,000 words in length, but Directions for Management 3d. each. Post-office Orders payable 

may be less if the competitor so desires. at Horncastle. 

6. Essays must be sent to the Editor of the “BNE. | Woo van aaa Ha 
KEEPER” not later than the first day of the month for | ISAAC HALE, Maxer, Linconn-roap, Horncasrie. { 

i intended. SS eee eres ho} 
whicht hey are intendeCwcnyay gics sue ve «|| RUTH BLOOM'S HARD LOT A Srdavivon Gms. 9 

JANUARY AND FEBRUARY. One Shilling. 

The Prize for January will be £3 °3s., and that for | : = Se ses 
February a like amount. The first should reach us not | THE FORTUNES OF FENBOURNE: A Srory ror, 

later than the 8th of January. All others should reach Bovs.—One Shilling. 
us not later than the first day of the month for which they | Sp ee (ote ete a 
are intended. | RELIGIOUS TRACT SOCIETY, Parernoster Row. 

SUBJECT FOR. JANUARY. | Cee FOUNDATION.—W, Rarrr, Beecroft, . Blairgowrie, 

“How Mucu po Brzs DEPEND ON THEIR POWER OF SiaHT ?”’ | _NB. first Importer of American Machine, is prepared to 
| receive orders for a Superior Quality of the above for delivery early 

een ge co next season. Special terms for orders before January 1st. 
SUBJECT FOR FEBRUARY. Honey Extractors, Wax Smelters, Pocket Bellows’ Smokers, 

“Qan BuE-cULTURE BE MADE PRoFITaBLE? Ir so, How?” Queen Excluder Zinc, Sample Hives, &c., in stock. = 

ee te mere ART WITH ECONOMY, _ LES IER a 

a gr en aud Ge oe) APELIND'£O he? ee ee 
FN cee | i Up ee LOVES | CONSERVATORIES. c sf {eee Se x 

es ||| ||| ee ap Wee 
A see XC Re PN Se 
eT Tera With Mlustrations and Prices, &e. Ae |: a 
eee Nore a tT PART I, now ready, eee Tp vee ae 

is Ve ATX aa it SAE | Le Post Free, 12 Stamps. Soe E La) (I ("] en Be 

Le LOMO | cuzap art sUMMERHOUSES. SE [a a oe CO on, real 
CaCl) (ECC Ay Coe Tllustrations and Prices Gratis. Roce ese | |S ie a 

eal. | Cl ie Pris —— ee led Ae eae 
¥ eit ha oe == =| T. H. Pp. DENNIS & CO. che, oes 
= = Mas H : > : wo, ZEON 

| ara ern EE OES NSITONDON, E.G. S74 k SS ae 
Works, CHELMSFORD. | 

|
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O S EXTENTYOF, NURSERIES; 25 ACRES. 
$a 3 7) eR PR ADS Pe eB 

FOREST TREES of every description, and of all sizes adapted | ROSES.—A complete collection, including all the finest new show 

for general planting. Many millions to select from. varieties, splendid plants, and in immense quantities. 

nt. for thed: and screens, in i FRUIT TREES.—A very extensive collection, comprising eve! 

aes SEE ee ee a eae kind-considered-worthy of cobere on remarkably well oe. 
E and in excellent health and condition for transplanting. Several 

GAME, COVERT, and UNDERWOOD PLANTS. hundred thousands very fine plants in all styles of training to 

CONIFERS.—A full collection of all the leading sorts, grown as select from, and may be relied upon as true to name. 

specimens ; having been annually and biennially transplanted, | TREE FERNS, with clear, straight stems and good heads— 

are robust and in eacellent condition for safe removal. such perfect specimens are rarely to be met with. 

STANDARD and WEEPING ORNAMENTAL TREES: | STOVE PLANTS AND FERNS.—A full collection of all the 
including many very beautiful gold, silver, and purple-foliaged new and most desirable. 

trees for planting for effect. GREENHOUSE and CONSERVATORY PLANTS.—Ferns 

ORNAMENTAL, EVERGREEN, and FLOWERING and Climbers in great variety, and many of a large size for 

SHRUBS, of all kinds and sizes. immediate effect. : 

TREES FOR STREET PLANTING, PARKS, &,|INDIAN AZALEAS.—A splendid collection of all the | 

mostly grown as single specimens, and consisting of Lime, leading new and old varieties. | 

Plane, English Elm, Chestnut, Sycamore, &e. ee TAS.—A very fine collection of the most approved new . 
rs ieties; some are'carefully TRAINED for walls. 

MERICAN PLANTS, all the newest and jinest varieties of and old. varie 

2 scarlet and other Rhododendrons, Ghent Azaleas, &e. WINTER FLOWERING ERICAS and EPACRIS. 

CLIMBING and TWINING PLANTS —A large collection, | F UGHSIAS, PELARGONIUMS, CINBRARIAS, and other | 
including 100 of the finest and newest varieties of Clematis, 50 = che : i 

of Ivy, vith all the other desirable plants for covering walls, HARDY BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS, including rare 

roar oe HERBACEOUS, BULBOUS Ree . BAC , L ,» and ALPINE PLANTS.—A 
AUCUBA JAPONICA.—tThis is the most useful Evergreen ae " : I 

ey planting in towns and suburbs, or under trees, as it is not Be Re including many rare and choice species and 

injured b; oke or drip from trees. Thousands of splendid S 
aan teas wettest globes) can be supplied. . OUR COLLECTION at the Show of the Manchester Royal 

Botanical and Horticultural Society was awarded the GOLD 
HOLLIES.—The finest Everette Ruetics for Bilees oF shrub- MEDAL in the Open Class, May, 1879. 

peries. We offer 200,000 plants, a large portion from 6 to aie 2 7 i 

16 feet, lifting with balls like Rhododendrons. Such a lot of STRAWBERRIBS.—A choice selection of the best kinds. 

Green Hollies cannot be met with elsewhere. Also golden VINES.—Rods thoroughly ripened without bottom heat, for imme- 
and other varieties. diate fruiting and for planting. i 

PORTUGAL LAURBL.—Thousands of splendid plants—many ae BULBS.—An extensive collection, including all 

grand specimens are perfect globes—we believe cannot be the choicest Lilies, Gladioli, &e., &e. 
matched elsewhere. SEAKALE, ee and FLOWER POTS.—Very 

ENGLISH YEWS.—About 30,000 splendid plants. ‘Those from Superior dave : 
4 to 5 and 6 feet are perfect specimens—unequalled in the | VIRGIN CO&K for Ferneries, &e. 
country. COCOA NUT FIBRE REFUSE. 

Together with all other Trees, Plants, &c., as grown in a very estensive and well-requlated Nursery. 

*,* Railway Truck Loads Carriage Paip to any Goods Railway Station in England, Scotland, or Wales. 
Qrders amounting to £5 and upwards Carriage Paid to any Seaport in Ireland having direct communication with 
Liverpool, and-of £2 and upwards to Dublin. In all other cases orders will be treated as liberally as possible with 
regard to the Carriage. Plants added to compensate, when not Carriage Paid. 

*,* Experienced Agents, Bailiffs, Gardeners, and Foresters recommended. Trees, Plants, d&e., selected and 
carefully packed for export to all parts. 

PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUES POST FREE. 
See eee 

THE IMPROVED AND ONLY GENUINE 

; ee ae (REGISTERED) % 

IMPROVED. FUMIGATING PAN, in Iron, 6s. 6d.; in Copper, 21s. ; 

This “Special” Article has’ now beén extensively used by Horticulturists for some years, and hundreds can bear testimony to 
the fact that it is the CHEAPEST, sarEsT, and most EFFicacious AspHYxtATe in the market. 

TO BE OBTAINED ONLY FROM 

JAMES DICKSON & SONS 
NEWTON ” E e ” NURSERIES anp 

108, EASTGATE STREET, } CHESTER, 

_ Who will-be pleased to send, post free, on application, Circular containing Testimonials and all particulars. 

Prices 1s. 8d. per pound. Carriage paid on orders of 28 Ibs. and upwards,
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GEO. NEIGHBOUR & SONS’ mee 4 

CELEBRATED BEE HIVES. 
General Agent for Europe for American Apiarian Implements from T. G. 

Newman and Son, of Chicago, 5 

SILVER MEDALS Awarded at Philadelphia Exhibition, 1876; Paris Exhibition, P 
1867 & 1872. 

_ NEIGHBOURS’ IMPROVED COTTAGE| NEIGHBOURS’ PHILADELPHIA BAR 
HIVE, FRAME HIVE 

As Originally Introduced by GEO. NEIGHBOUR and | Has facilities for Removal of Combs at side opening as well 
SONS, working Three Bell-Glasses, from which the honey | as from top. 

can be removed eeRien a se Bees. PRICE Complete, eae et Roof, Stand, and 
fe uper, 42s, 

This Hive is more Busy of Management than any other. _—— 

7 SSS 
LR > i. = = She i Ze 

(Geet Wa ae 

ra EP eee K YS epithe iat 

peu i ee me aes | i 

an| wD ee mh) f _— eZ 

Te a  i7C=#E=" 
PACT) oe = Fe a UC aL we! ie SM I | lg 

01) (0) al a = | = 

A ee, Son oN = Saale 
Co irre Me nel ITALIAN ALP-QUEENS for uniting to Black Stocks at 
ba l AS i | eles hal a Current Prices. AS OT, ee |e LIGURIAN and ENGLISH BEES.—Stocks and Swarms 

f ———s pee Jt may be obtained as heretofore. 
pases aes ea) | “THE APIARY.’ By ALFRED NEIGHBOUR. 55s. 
a Sin as Postage 5d. 
Ch de - A newly-arranged CATALOGUE of other Improved 

; ~= ff Hives, with Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of Two 
A Stamps. 

GEO. NEIGHBOUR & SONS, 127, High Holborn, W.C.; or 149, Regent St., London, W, 
eaeaq0_lnaqz0#5nhn=qoux<gmwqxqjyyTQhOyq™lO90ooTealehleeeewww=w@=~a“sS 
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